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I I K O C E E D I N 0 IS

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINU: Good morning, ladies and

3 gentlemen. This morning we are meeting with interested

4 states, Indian tribes, industry groups, public interest groups

5 and tho Department of Enurgy to hear their comments on

6 proposed changes to r1RC regulation iU CFR Fart Ci'.

I This regulation deals with licensing procedures tor

8 the disposal ot high-level radioactive waste in geologic

9 repositories. Ut particular interest are proposed procedural

tU amendments tar dealing with site characterization and

it participation of states and Indian tribes.

12 By way at background licensing procedures for

13 high-level radioactive waste geologic repositories were

14 promulgated In final form on February 25, 1981. In publishing

S lthese procedures the Commission recognized that provisions of

16 Fart CU dealing where participation might have to be changed

I? in the future should the passage at pertinent legislation take

18 place.

IV This did, in fact, ocour with passage at the Nuclear

20 Waste Vollcy Act at 1982 otten referred to as the NW?%. The

NWPA sets forth in considerable detail the roles and

22 responsibilities at NUG, the Department of Energy, states and

13 Indian tribes and the general public during the process oa

siting and development ot geologic repositories.

The NWVA requires that UOE consult and cooperate
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1 vwIth states and Indian tr i es at many spcLIiQd points

S! Lhrourhaoul the retjulatory sitirfg and development process z UE

3 is required to Issue Its site characterization plans for

4 public ceniment, hold meetings to obtain further public conmient

b and provido for funding of states and tribes to participate In

bi .ncl inlorm their residents about the process.

1 Jne year ago WI{(. puiblished the proposed amendments

3 tor comment to contorm to the NWYA and is currently

1.) considering final ruLemaking. Uetore the Commission makes its

tio tinal decision, we have agreed to listen to comments trom

1i various groups speaking today.

12 The states will start the presentation and will be

1 j allowed 25 minutes total. They will be followed by the Indian

14 tribes who are allowed ten minutes. After that, we will have

1I a ten minute break. Atter the break we will continue with the

16 public interest groups for 15 minutes followed by DOE and

IV Edison Electric Institute for five minutes each.

I" Holore we start, let me ask are there any comments

19 Iramn other Commissioners7

:t1 (No response.)

I EHAI1MAN PALLADINO: rhen let me turn the meeting

over to the state panel and I am not sure wthich one of you is

¢ going to speak first.

14 MR MURPHY: I will, Mr. Lhairman.

21 CHAIRMAN PALLAILINQ: Fine. Would you each identify



I yourselves as you speak so that we can keep the record

2 straight. We appreciate your being here.

3 MR. MURPHY; rhank you, Mr. Chairman. For the

4 record I am Malachy Murphy, a special deputy attorney general

Is for the State of Nevada. I first want to thank the Commission

d tar the opportunity to be here today.

? As you know, Nevada was one of the states which

8 speciiic-ally requested this meeting ard we appreciate the

9 opportunity to make some comments directly to the Commission

t0 on these issues.

11 Even a cursory perusal of SECY-85-33? makes it clear

12 that your staff has done a great deal of work on these

13 proposed amendments and has given serious consideration to the

14 comments earlier submitted by the states and other interested

it parties.

16 Indeed, in several instances as that document

1t discloses, the staff revised the proposed amendments to

is reflect the concerns we identitled. They have not fully

19 adopted the states' positions however and accordingly, some ot

our concerns remain.

21 1 will identify and discuss briefly four areas in

2' which Nevada retains certain reservations regarding the

23 proposed amendments, first, the so-called "decoupling" of

24 Parts ', 51 and 6U; two, the elimination of the draft siie

'S characterization analysis; three, the host state's party
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I status in licensing; and tour, the use of radioactive

2 materials in trace amounts during site characterization.

3 Nevada continues to feel that in order for the

4 Commission to correctly integrate the NWPA Into its regulatory

S framework in a way which guarantees the states their lull

6 rights and participation under that Act that it should

7 promulgate all new rules reflecting passage ot the NWPA, the

8 procedural rules of Part 2 as well as Parts b'1 and 6U in one

9 rulemaking thereby guaranteeing a single integrated approach

10 and tending to avoid any potential whatsoever tor

11 contradiction, Inconsistency, misunderstanding or confusion.

12 Under proposed section 6MU17tc), the Director is to

13 review the Department of Energy's site characterization plan

14 and prepare a site characterization analysis with respect to

IS that plan.

16 'rhis, of course, reflects the requirements of

17 Section 113 of the Act. In the preparation of that site

to characterization analysis, the Director is to provide an

19 opportunity with respect to any area to be characterized for

20 the state in which such area is located and for attected

21 Indian tribes to present their views on the site

22 characterization plan and their suggestions with respect to

'' comments thereon which may be made by NRC.

24 Nothing in the proposal, however, requires the

LI Di.rector to give any consideration to the comments of the
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I potential host state or aliected tribe.

He must merely provide an opportunity to comment.

3 Under subsection tco, however, the Director may invite and

4 consider the views of interested parties.

S As the stall accurately points out the State ai

6 Nevada possesses considerable expertise in this area. Indeed

1 in recent weeks literally because oft the addition at lull-tlme

4 stall and new subcontractors, Nevada possesses even more

g expertise on site characterization, we think, than we did at

to the time at our submittal at earlier written comments.

It We believe that expertise should not only be made

12 available to the staff in preparing its site characterization

13 analysis, but that the consideration of the state's comments

14 should be required by rule.

I's Under the current proposal, there is no requirement

lo that comments received from states, affected Indian tribes or

1 other interested parties receive any substantive weight.

to UtUlesS such a provision is Included the state cannot be

19 insured that its comments where appropriate will be heeded.

LI We feel confident that those comments will be

21 heeded. rhat confidence stems lron the tact that historically

throughout this process the comments we have made and

:3 submitted to the stall and to the Commission have been given

24 serious consideration. We are just asking, I guess, for a

2) little pepper to be added to the salad in that the substantive
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I comments we do make be required to be given considerable

2 weight by rule.

3 One further point in that regard, I am guessing in

4 that respect but it would appear that the reason for the

5 statf's position is the Congressional silence with respect to

6 a draft site characterization analysis. In the original 1U

1 (Xit oU which you promulgated prior to the passage of the NWPA,

F3 such a draft was required.

9 Congress, on the other hand, in passing the Act is

IU merely silent in that respect. I would submit to the

11 Commission that that silence should not be interpreted as any

12 indication on Congress' part that a draft SCA is not

13 appropriate and I think there is clearly discreti on on the

14 part of the Commission in that respect and we urge you to

IS adhere to your earlier decision in the original lU CPR 60 that

16 such a draft analysis with the state and affected tribes and

I 7 interested parties' ability to comment on that draft be

113 preserved.

19 On page 11 of enclosure A to SECY-85-333 the staff

*J makes the statement that under section 1139ta) of the Atomic

21 Energy Act and I am quoting here, "there can be no question

"" that the host state has a legal right to be a party" in a

213 licensing proceeding. The staff also says that the tests of

'4 standing and again I am quoting "are clearly met for host

'd state participation."
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I While this provides an added measure at comiort to

2 the states, it does not provide the states with the absolute

3 guarantee in the regulations themselves ct complete party

4 status fro m the very outset which is what we are requesting.

While I can agree that it is probably and indeed I

6 think it is inconceivable to anybody in this room at this

V time that a host state's petition to intervene as a party in

8 repository licensing would be denied, we are at least six and

0 perhaps as many as eight or ten years away from the

lu commencement ct that proceeding.

ii 'rhe problem simply is that there will be different

12 people in this room at this time. There will be different

l13 Commissioners and in many cases, there will be dilierent

14 members oi your stall.

I: All we are asking is that the Conmission formalize

16 what I view to be the correct legal conclusion by the stall

1t that the host state has an unquestionable legal right to full

14 party status by merely placing appropriate language to that

19 effect in the rule at this time.

0 At page 25 ot enclosure 1 to SECY-85-332 the staff

21 responds to comment number 2U which suggested that the rules

22 should provide that NHC will concur in the use of radioactive

tracers only it certain criteria are met.

4 In its response, the stall concludes that "it is not

'S apparent- -that the NWPA is intended to apply to tracer amounts
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I at radioactive materials. It is likewise I suggest not

2 apparent that it does not so apply. Both subsections tA) and

3 (t1 ol section 13(cIC2) refer to and I am quoting "any"

4 radioactive material.

5 While clearly that section was intended to prevent a

6 de tacto unlicensed repository, we believe that it was also

V intended to give the Commission some control by way of

a concurrence over the use of any radioactive materials

9 whatsoever during the process of site characterization

10 including trace amounts.

11 We are informed, for example, that in one case a

12 contractor to the NNWSI plans to -s* trace amounts of cesium

13 and strontium VU for experimental purposes to determine its

14 practicality simply because it has never been done before.

is rhat should be viewed by the Commission as

16 unacceptable as it is by us. Trhe Commission should review the

17 use of trace amounts of radioactive materials on a

18 case-by-case basis and should concur in such use only to the

19G extent absolutely necessary to provide data for the

20 preparation of the required environmental reports and license

21 application unless such material is clearly demonstrated to be

22 fully retrievable.

23 In conclusion, the Commissi-on we feel should utilize

4 a total integrated approach in revising its rules to conform

2 5 to the requirements and provisions of the Act.
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rhese rules should provide tor lull participation by

affected states, detining their party status in any

construction authorization at the outset. As part ot the site

characterization and pro-licensing activity, a potential host

state should be entitled to comment an proposed NHC and DOE

action as we are now and as we have been In the past with the

expectation that comynents will be heard and where meritorious.

will be huedo.

In that respect, the site characterization analysis

ol the staIJ should be made available to the states and

affected tribes in drait torm and tinali:ed only alter the

opportunity tar state and tribal comment.

Finally, the Commission's rules should provide :or

the concurrence in thu us& of radioactive materials in trace

amounts only when absolutely necessary.

Again, Mr. Chairman, we greatly appreciate the

opportunity to be heard today. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN PALLADIO 1' Thank you very much. I suggest

we go through all the speakers and then proceed with

questions.

COMMISsrONER ASSELSTINE: Sounds good, yes.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO! All right.

MR. FRISHMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is

Steve Frishman and I am director of the Nuclear Waste Programs

Otlice for the Slate of Texas.



I We, too, appreciate the opportunity tor this

2 meeting. I think we have demonstrated in the past that these

3 meotings can be productive for all parties and I hope that in

4 the future we will be able to continuo this format at times

5 when we all agree that it is necessary and has a potential to

6 be productive.

1 In order to avoid repetition and keep on our fast

e track hero, first at all I would like to associate myself and

V the State of Texas with the comments made by Mr. Murphy for

to the State at Nevada.

i1 I would like to expand on that in one area and

mention another area that has been the subject at discussion

13 and review aIrsady but just add a couple points to it.

14 First of all, I think it is important that the

1i Commission recognize that the relations of the Commission in

16 this project because I will only be speaking about this, the

1? relations with the public by the Commission should not.be

18 constrainud by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

19 I think what we are seeing here in some case is an

2'0 eoort to say that the Act really says all that is necessary

21 in the particular areas that we are discussing. The

'' Commission has the latitude to deal independently with the

23 public and with affected parties outside of the Waste Policy

24 Act.

I think that has been the source of our discussions
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I since back in 1983 regarding policy and procedural changes to

2 this rule.

3 At this point I think in the eftort to contorm with

4 the Waste Policy Act It may be that what we are seeing as a

S final rule hero is even a step backward. Regarding the area

6 of the draft site characterization analysis we proposed back

r in September of 1983 a method that we lelt could provide

8 essentially the equivalent to a draft SC 1 process.

V We are happy to note that a portion of that is

l proposed in this final rule. We are unhappy to note that the

11 operative portion of it is not adopted. Just as Mr. Murphy

l' pointed out, we are seeing the ability to comment and we are

13 pleased to see that that ability to comment is evolving and it

14 has finally gotten up to something very similar to in fact the

IS rule language that we proposed in September 1983.

16 What is missing once again is the response element

17 to that meaning the knowledge at how the Commission and the

18 staff view the comments that come In and what is to be done

XV with those comments.

2( We see no security for ourselves at the level of

21 comment that is invited. We are pleased to see that some at

the mays" have been changed to "shalls" but at the same time

23 where does it go and that is what we are looking tor.

24 We want the ability to demonstrate to our

constituents and demonstrate to the Department of Energy that
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I our comments have, in tact, been either integrated into the

2 process or a statement at why they are not integrated. 1

'3 think they are equally important.

4 So in the absence of a response mechanism and a sure

i response mechanism, I think we, too, have to go back and

6 reiterate what we stated in September at 1g93 and that is

I that our preference is tar a draft SCA.

eB Now a value of the response whether it be through a

9 draft SCA and an NRC response to comments and a draft SCA or

Ul just response to comments without that draft, a real value

11 there that I see is that it will serve to broaden or even

A: bring to the forefront the regulatory and oversight

13 expectations of the public relative to how the NUC is viewing

14 the LIOEs program at a stage In the program where what you say

I - is still not enforceable. It Is really only recommendations.

16 It is important from our point ot view that this

I' intormation ot the expectations be clear and that there be

le clear statements In response to those expectations in order

1Y that all parties have a better sense at what the regulatory

U0 atmosphere really is.

21 I don't believe that it Is acceptable to have

22 topical meetings, have an exchange among even three sectors,

2'3 the NEW, the DOE and the affected states and tribes, I don't

24 believe that that is the place to air the expectations and get

25 considered responses. I think it must be done outside of that



I context and it must be done In a way that has a much more

2 general view.

3 So it we are not to have a draift SCA, I am back to

4 where my last sets of comments I feel are still valid. We

5 must go into a comment response mode at some point.

6 Before I go on to this next one, anything that

1 attects the SCA we feel should be an ejiective process for the

8 SCA updates. We don't see any real diflerence in the RCA and

0 its updates just as we don't see any real difference In the

to SCP and its updates. rh . is an evolutionary process and

it there should be a responding evolutionary process that goes

12 with DOE continuing in its site characterizatIon plan.

l3 Now just very quickly on the relationship ot the SCA

14 to shaft construction, again it Is appearing to us that we are

I 5 going to be in a piece-mealing situation where although maybe

16 the shalt won't be started until the SCA is released, all the

12 understandings have been made before that in meetings between

l4 the NRC and DOE stall whether states and tribes are present or

to not.

The SCP under the Waste Policy Act is required to go

21 through a public review process. That process is compromised

22 it it is not a process that is entirely responsive to the

Waste Policy Act in the sense that the public also has a level

24 of responsibility to look at the entire issue at shatt

21S construction as well as the entire issue that incorporates



shaft construction which is site characterization

2 So to come to early agreements and say that the

3 shalt constraints or recommendations in an SCA are pretty well

4 taken care of ahead of time so that a shalt can start the day

d you may drop an SCA on the table does not serve anything other

6 than LU'Js desire to last track the schedule.

7 We have so tar many e*ampies of the failure at DU68s

13 last tracking to in tact arrive at benefits tor the program or

t for anyone associated with the program. To how to saving a

IQ little bit of time whether it be in the draft SCA or whether

11 it be relative to when you start digging a hole in the ground,

those benefits I don't think are going to be realized any more

13 than the hurry-up benefits up to this point have been

14 realIzed.

it; In each case it has resulted in a slow-down rather

16 than a hurry-up.

17 COISSIONER VERNTHAL: In fairness to DOE, they are

11 trying to meet a fast track schedule imposed by the Congress.

19 I think it not quite fair to call the schedule that Congress

20 laid down for them their schedule. They are trying to meet

21 it. I think many people realize that that may be a difficult

22 schedule to meet when Congress imposed it.

23 It is DOE s job to try to carry out that mandate.

24 Whether or not they end up meeting it is another question

MR FRISHMAN: At this point the schedule has
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1 disinterrated to a single milestone in DOEs mind. Everything

2 in that schedule has so far essentially not appeared on time.

3 All that is happening is 198 is being held firm.

4 Our major concern through our discussions with you

S and with DOE is that when you hold IYpS firm, everything else

6 gets compressed and from our view up until this point things

'I become compromised and when things become compromised, it is

S 'o the detriment of the program.

9 So at this point and it is becoming more and more

10 evident to I think all ot us anyway that holding to a schedule

11 most of which currently is of DOE's invention because they

12 didn't make the Congressional schedule, holding to that

13 schedule is artificial to the point of in tact compromising a

14 program.

1i I and some of your staff members were at a meeting

16 this week on quality assurance along with DOE. 'The theme of

1t that conference was you only get once chance. I firmly

1t believe that. I announced that approximately a year ago and I

lo am glad to see that other people are beginning to think that,

20 too.

21 If we don't come to some understanding at what is

22 reasonable in a technical program that one chance is going to

go by very, very quickly.

l HAlRMAN VALLAUINO: Let me interrupt. You had ofer

ton minutes and I think you have basically concludedR



1 MR. FlISHMAN: I have concluded, yes, sir.

2 CHAIRMAN PALLA)INU: Thank you. Let's go on to the

3 next speaker.

4 C.OMMISSIONEtR ASSELSTINE. Just belore you do that,

'5 Joe, just one comment on the schedule. Fred, you are right.

o Congress established a schedule but I think the Congress also

'I said we are going to take a look at this as time progresses.

8 Wo want a mission plan that discusses how you are going to get

4 to the point wnere we have a successful repository constructed

1a and ready to operate.

11 I think the Congress also said it you see problems

12 with that schedule to the agencies, to DOE, you are to come

13 back and tell us what the problems are and what needs to be

14 done.

T'he clear message ot the Act is that Congress wanted

lb this job done. They laid out a possible schedule on how to

17 get there but first and foremost, they said we want it done

1$ right. 1 think all ot us have acknowledged, DOE as well as

14 us, it there is any conflict at all between the doing the job

20 right and getting it done properly and meeting a schedule, you

21 always come down on the side at adjusting the schedule and

'2 doing things properly.

23 I think we have said that repeatedly. DOE has said

"4 trat as well. You are right, there is a schedule. But I

2S don't think it is so hard and fast that it there were any
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I conflicts in doing things properly that the schedule ought to

21 prevail.

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Nevertheless, I think the

4 Congress set the tight schedule with the hope that it could be

S met and efforts should be made to meet it. Nevertheless, we

6 can come back and pick that point up again. I wonder it we

7 could go to the next speaker.

4 MR. SPUHG!N: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name Is

9 Patrick Spurgin. 1 am the director of the Utah High Level

10 Nuclear Waste Office. I would also like to express our

11 appreciation for this opportunity to speak with the Commission

12 about this subject.

13 Utah's participation in the nuclear waste program is

14 directed toward two fundamental purposes. The first purpose

I'd is in accordance with traditional state role to protect and

16 promote the health, safety and welfare of the citizens of the

lo state.

1a The second purpose is to provide a basis tor public

conlidence in the nuclear waste program through state

20 participation in and review of that program. The obligation

21 to pursue this yoal is placed on the state by the terms of the

22 Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

23 Of course, the Atomic Energy Act places primary

24 authority for radiological health and safety with the

25 Commission. Thus, under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act the



I stato's efforts to protect public health and safety and to

2 participate in the program must be undertaken in a cooperative

3 lashion with the Commission for both the states and the

4 Commission to have legitimate duties and interests in this

I oar

6 rhe states, however, car discharge their

V responsibilities only it they have access to necessary

8 inivrmation and access to the nuclear waste program decision

Y making process.

IO Because the Commission will play an increasingly

it greater role in the nuclear waste program and through its

12 licensing decisions will increasingly determine the program's

1 nature and direction the rigor of the Commission's review ot

14 UOE activities is of great interest to the state.

I Irhe Commission's review of DOE activities can also

16 provide a significant opportunity for state input into

17 pre-decisional evaluations enhancing the state's legitimate

18 pursuit of the purposes of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

I'd Doubt concerning the credibility of the federal

20 nuclear waste disposal effort is potentially a great

21 impediment to the program and to the nuclear power irdustry

22 generallyI

3 Congress recognized in the Nuclear Waste Vollcy Act

24 that minimizing political and lal opposition to the waste

program by instilling public confidence in it would be
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I essential to the program's success.

2 Accordingly, the Act grants the states very broad

3 participatory powers in the program in an effort to promote

4 public confidence. 'This is promoted by enabling states to

S focus technical resources on pre-licensing and licensing

d5 activities in order to verity that actions have been taken on

the basis at best knowledge and analysis.

8 Publio confidence will be promoted by state

9 opportunities to appropriately influence Commission and DOE

Ilo decisions before they are made.

il Trhe nuclear waste program will thus proceed most

1' rapidly and etficiently and most consistently with the spirit

13 of the Act when the states are provided three basic

14 opportunities.

i' These are, first, full access to the decision making

16 process of DOE and the Commission; two, is the reasonable

I? opportunity to voice state concerns within that process; and

Ie three, the opportunity for fUll and fair responses to the

19 concerns that are raised in the process.

20 All of these considerations suggest that consistent

'21 wmith the spirit of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act the Commission

22 should take a broad view ot both its regulatory authority and

23 its responsibility to further the participatory rights of the

24 states.

26 Accordingly, we urge the Ccaiimission to re-evaluate
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I provisions of the proposed final iU CFH Part 60 bearing upon

Othe Commission's site characterization analysis, the

3 Commission's review of site selection information, the

4 relationship at the completed site characterization analysis

' to shalt sinking and the role of the states in licensing

6 proceedings alter recommendation ot a repository tor

7 developing.

8 Each of these areas significantly atfects the

9 state's ability to discharge their duties under the Nuclear

10 Waste Policy Act.

11 Steve and Mal have already discussed some at those

X2 items that I mentioned earlier. With respect to the

13 Commission 4 review at site selection information, certain

14 activities which are part at the Commission's licensing

i' process under existing 10 CPR Part 60 have essentially been

16 removed by legislative fiat.

l1 Those existing provisions of 10 CFH Part 60 which

18 require a discussion at site selection information in the site

19 characterization report were perceived presumably to be

2U related to health and safety issues when the existing rule was

21 promulgated.

22 Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, DOE is now

23 directed to provide general guidelines tor site selection and

2"4 to describe the process by which sites wirt selecitd in

statutory environmental assessments.
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I Nonetheless while it may be that the format of the

2 Commission's regulations must be altered to be made oonsistont

3 with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, the rationale for existing

4 provisions for Commission review of health and safety Issues

S associated with site selection still remains.

6 This suggests that the review of site selection

e information through EA review should be more than aspirational

a as is suggested in the supplementary iniormation accompanying

9 the proposed final rule.

to It the Commission review of site selection

it iniormation is important to health and sauety issues, that

12 review should remain in a detined and articulated manner in

Il the Commission's licensing rules.

14 That concludes my statement but I do because of the

1S relationship between the NRC and the states, I truly

16 appreciate on behali at the State at Utah this opportunity to

1 address the Commission.

to CHAIRMAN PALLADINU: Thank you very much.

19 Mr. Lehman.

20 MH. LEHMAN;: Mr. Chairman and members of the

21 Commission, I am rom Lehman, Associate Director of the State

22 at Minnesota, Washington office. Gregg Larson who is the

23 director of Minnesota's High-Level Radioactive Waste Program

24 is unable to be here today and I would like to take this

25 opportunity to read his statement into the record.



I Minnesota is grateful for this final opportunity to

2 testify today on the Commission's proposed procedural

3 amendments to 10 UFk 6U. We hope that you will onco again

4 consider our views and recognize the special importance of

5 your regulatory role in this repository siting process.

6 1 wish to note for the record that the State at

7 tMinnesota submitted comments in this rulemaking on March 17,

a4 1195 Our comments and t-hose of other states have not been

J favorably addressed by the staft. Rather than restate those

Iti comments, I want to highlight some fundamental issues that are

11 basic in this rulemaking.

2 '1rho first issue concerns the authority of the

i3 Commission to review LJOE siting decisions. In examining the

14 stalt position, it is clear to us that the staff continues to

I* interpret Congressional silence with regard to existing 13 CFR

16 60 site selection review responsibilities as Congressional

17 rejection at those responsibilities.

I L Although the Nuclear Waste Policy Act does not

19 specifically identify site selection criteria in the list of

20 items that constitute a site characterization plan, it does

21 provide the Commission with the authority to request other

22 information that it deems necessary.

Even it this were not the case, the NWPA does not in

24 itself define the breadth of Commission authority in

21 repository siting and licensing matters.



1 The staff has neglected other underlying statutory

2 authority, most notably the Atomnic Energy Act of 19X4 and the

3 Energy Reorganization Act of 1974. Both assign the Commission

4 broad health, safety, environmental and licensing

3 responsibilities sufficient to serve as a basis for formal

6 review of the Doffs site selection process prior to the final

V choice of a site.

8 In addition, the Conmission has site selection

9 review authority under the National Environmertal Policy Act.

III 'rhis narrow interpretation is neither persuasive nor

It wise. The Commission must be willing to play L central role

12 in the comparative analysis of sites and must consider not

13 just the final site proposed for licensing, but also the range

11 of choices that were available at each of the decision points

I's in the site selection process.

16 By relegating the entire siting process to the DOE,

1? the Commission unnecessarily surrenders its basic oversight

18 authority, ignores its NEPA responsibility arid risks the

lt) consequences of a flawed process and Environmental Impact

20 Statement. Given the historical record of mismanaged and

21 inept siting efforts, that risk is substantial.

22 The second Issue concerns the perception of the

23 staff that the states and tribes have the resources and

Al expertise sufficient for participation In the siting program

at a level equivalent with the Conmission and the DOE.



I The fact that the NWPX guarantees public

2 participation, that frequent technical meetings in Washington

3 are open to the public and interested parties, and a NJRC/DOE

4 procedural agreement has been signed should not serve as a

6 convenient excuse for the elimination of formal mechanisms for

6 public involvement in the Coummission's work.

7 These mechanisms are most often the focus of public

8 attention. There is a significant difference in the type of

9 notice, the information distribution and the response

1t requirements between informal NRC/DOE technical meetings in

11 Washington and the formal review that would accompany release

12 of an NRC site characterization analysis.

i3 Phe Commission's expertise with concurrence on the

14 siting guidelines should have demonstrated that even when

16 opportunities for public participation are numerous, there is

16 no certainty that the responsible agency will be responsive.

17 The Commission's unique role as a regulator provides

18 a status different from that of the states and tribes. It was

1Y only after the Commission actively sought change in the

2U guidelines that the DOE began to respond.

21 The repository siting schedule again appears to be

22 more important than procedural and institutional aspects of

LI the program. While the DOE abandons the schedule at will, the

24 Canmmission staff imply that a QU-day public comment period

2 could hinder LOE compliance with NWPA deadlines.



I it is unfortunate that catch-up on the schedule must

2 come at the expense of state, tribal and interested public

3 involvement in the process.

4 We do not agree with the staff that the public

S comment period is not needed because the Commission will b

6 fully aware of all the relevant issues and concerns. Not only

7 is this an arrogant assumption, but it ignores the importance

8 of public gain through access to Commission information,

9 expertise and conclusions.

10 Furthermore, the expectation that the states, tribes

11 and public would formally review the Conmissions draft site

1" characterization analysis would contribute to a more rigorous

13 analysis by the Commission.

14 It also will lend some semblance of Commission

1_5 independence to what often looks like a cooperative venture

16 between a regulator and the future license applicant.

1? Rather than discourage such public interaction, the

18 Commission should welcome the mutually beneficial effects that

19 would accompany formal public review and comment on a draft

20 site characterization analysis as contemplated in the existing

21 rule;.

22z The third issue concerns the timing of shaft

23 construction and the need tor a prohibition on such

24 construction until alter the Commission, states and tribes

VS have reviewed the SCY and DOE has considered the comments.
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I Because the staff endorses the view that

2 constriceLionr must await DOE consideration of the comments on

3 the SCP, we are puzzled by the reluctance to state tnis in the

4 proposed amendments.

5 Despite the DOE Mission Plan agreement that

6 sutticient time must elapse tor review at the SCe , there are

V numerous examples at DOE proposed short-.uts, such as limited

9 work authorization ard premature determinations of site

9 suitability, some of which reversed previous DUE positions.

ItO We do not share the commission's confidence that DOE

it commitment will be adhered to in the face of schedule delays.

12 Our cynicism is reinforced by the Commission and the DOE

13 desire to avoid even a 98-day review period tar the site

14 characterization analysis.

s ~Finally, the start questions the need tar a

16 declaration of an absolute right to participate in the

I? licensing proceedings of the Commission. While we would like

193 to believe that our concern is unwarranted with respect to

ic this issue, the Commission's action on the question of

2u preliminary determination of site suitability, the recent

21 decision to hold unrecorded gatherings without soliciting

22 public comment and the staff proposal to alter the

23 Commission's rules at practice tar licensing proceedings lead

'4 us to the conclusion that such a declaration is necessary.

& We understand that minor changes may be necessary



to ensure 14 CFI( 60 conformanoe with the NWVA, but the

2 proposed procedural amendments go beyond what is required. We

3 urge that they be reconsidered.

4 Thank you.

5 ClHAIHMAN ALLAlINO: Thank you, Mr. Larsen. We will

6 now go on to the nexl speaker.

1 Mit. vROVOS'l: Mr. Chairman and members of the

8 LCommissionr for the record I ant Don Provost, technical

9 director o1 the State of Washington Office of Ilieh-Level

10 Nuclear Waste Management.

11 Thank you for inviting ne to present the State of

1z Washington views on the proposed amendments to 10 CFH 60 which

13 deals with site characterization and participation oI state

14 and Indian tribes.

I's 13ofore I make specific comments, I will briefly

16 discuss our earlier participation with NRC. Our first major

I? Involvement was with the 1982 site characterization report on

14 the uasalt Waste Isolation Yrojeot. State representatives

to had routine discussions with NRC staff.

20 We were pleased by the excellent work trom NRC

21 staff. The draft site characterization analysis together with

22 comparable reports from the State of Washington, affected

23 tribes and USGS influenced the U.S. Department of Energy to

24 significantly improve the BWWI project.

25 During the process of NRC concurrence in the USDOE



1 siting guidelines, the Commission listened to the states and

2 tribes, considered their comments and made an independent

3 determination. We appreciated NRC's fair and independent

4 role.

S However, we were very concerned when NRC reversed

6 their position on the timing of the preliminary determination

V of potential high-level waste repositories.

8 Vecently, we were neither notified about this

9 meeting nor sent the relevant supporting material. rhis

to apparent change in approach is a serious concern to us. The

it opportunity and procedures for comment now appear to be

12 substantially reduced from those we experience earlier.

13 This brief discussion of our interactions with NEC

14 is intended to give a rationale for why we did not comment on

VS the proposed rule published on January 1?, lt98 but asked to

16 testify at this hearing.

1V In general, we support the testimony presented by

18 the other states and affected tribes. However, we do have

IY several specific comments on high priority issues.

2XU They are, number one, draft site characterization

21 analysis, there is a strong need for states and afleoted

22 tribes to have an opportunity to participate effectively in

23 the NIIC review of the SCP.

24 More importantly, it is important that issues come

II to closure between a draft and final site characterization
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I analysis. For example, several issues raised in the site

2 characterization are not yet resolved. Examples are quality

3 assurance management and performance allocation. These are

4 raised in the SCP but have as yet not been resolved. Major

:5 technical and policy issues must be resolved as early as

6 possible.

V Another issue is shalt sinking. The State of

'3 Washington does not plan to fully staff its technical review

9 team unless and until the president selects Hanford for site

10 characterization. lt is my understanding that other states

11 and tribes are taking a similar approach.

12 Thi* means that we are not now budgeted and do not

13 have the technical staff to fully participate in the NRC/USDOE

14 meetings to resolve shalt related issues. The only

15 opportunity for thorough and meaningful state, tribal and

16 public discussion will take place during the SCP comment

17 period.

143 Under the Act, states and tribes have consultation

19 rights ro be meaningful, such consultation must be held

20l before federal decisions are locked In concrete.

21 In a related matter, we are concerned that the

22 surface site characterization activities continue at Hantord

23 even though the EA's are not in final form and the S<P Is

24 delayed for at least a year. Again, the Nuclear Waste Policy

25 Act requires a thorough and meaningtul review by the states,
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I tribes and the publsic. 'T'his has not occurred at the

2 iaderally-owrecd sites.

3 Standing ol the states and tribes in a licensing

4 hearing, a host stale and affected tribes are entitled to full

5 party status at the outset of the NRC proceedings and an

6 absolute right at participation in NRC licensing proceedings

'7 should be declared by 10 CF'H Part tU.

e In summary, the State of Washington strongly

9 recommends that NRL not decrease current procedures relating

10 tco the participation at states and Indian tribes.

11 CHAIRMAN FALLAIINO. Thank you very much,

12 Mr. Provost. I guess we are ready for questions. I wanted to

13 ask you one question. You say you didn't receive notice of

14 tnis meeting" You must have received some notice, you are

IS here.

Is MR. FROVcSr: We had a phone call from other

1? interested parties who indicated that the meeting was being

set and they had received information that we had not been

1it mailed. So it is our feeling that all trie parties that are

'0 involved should have had exactly the same notice and sent

'1 inforniation at the same time. We had to call and make our own

:.2 arrangements for the meeting and came in late.

23 CHiAIRMAN PALLADINO; We will check into that.

'24 MR. PROVOST: it takes at least five days for the

21 mail to got to us anyway so we are already at a disadvantage.
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I CHAIRtMAN PALLALD)lNO: Sometimes we make fast

2 decisions to hold meetings but we will try to be considerate

3 in the future or at least more considerate.

4 Let me ask one question and anyone at you is tree to

Y answer. It is my understanding that the proposed amendments

6 provide tar comments Ny the host state and affected Indian

V tribes before the tinaA site characterization analysis. I was

8 curious or interested in why you feel that is not enough

9 opportunity for comment.

10 ME. FRISHMAN: I think we do see that as a valid

i1 opportunity for comment. The issue is the disposition of

IL those comments and our understanding at the extent to which

13 those comments receive considered attention to the extent -t

14 being incorporated or knowing why they were not incorporated

11. so that we can all move forward with an understanding at what

16 the evolving view of site characterization is on the part of

l? Ithe Commission as well as our own view, as well as DOE's view.

1M We could find a way and I have already figured nut

19 the way to make it essentially a working pro..'-ess anyway and it

20 becomes rather chaotic and probably more consumptive of

21 resources than just a straight draft. We can do something

22 very 3imply by making those comments, with those comments

&I request a response and request a timely response under the

24 provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

2S We get that timely response and than we forward it
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I to thie DOE. 'rAdt would work essent!ally the same way. But

: what iL does then is it cISt an imago o f antagoni sm an'..

3 btoIweean a: .eted parties andt he LQ3wiiJL . S . .e

4 that is projected, tihere n her liiig L. .t sonme

i traterr;.li zmi !'ot.... ; ;.or eJd nr. L'epartment oI

) . *t

; :> * de. trh:nh is a very happy siLuation but it

:.~ ~'c: 1 7y to do

M. MULRHV. May I make a further comment,

i 1 Mr. Lhairman?

Ii UUJAIXMAN PALLADINO. Surely

12 IR. MURPHY It is our understanding that the states

I 'J under th tatl proposal, that the states will be afforded the

14 opportunity to comment in the sense at making suggestions to

15 the director as to what should be contained in the site

1d chararterization analysis while it is in dralt torm at the

II stall level.

18 Uut the opportunity to comment on the substance o1

II) the site characterization analysis does not arise under the

20 proposed amendments until the SCA is delivered to DOE and we

21 are just concerned that at that point in time the train is so

22 far out of the station that it will be virtually impossible to

23 get it back in and decouple any of the cars.

At So what we are suggesting and we appreciate the

opportunity to suggest to the staff whatashould be contained



I in the site characterization analysis. We just think we ought

to have the opportunity to conment upon what the stall finally

3 does come up with in draft form before it is delivered to DOE.

4 CHAIRMAN FALLADINO: Let me read one sentence or

S maybe it is two sentences, I am not sure, "under a change that

6 is retlected in the final ruie that Is recommended here NUC

7 would provide opportunity before publication of the SCX for

a the host state and aLtecLed Indian tribes to present their

9 views on the DOk SC) and their suggestions with respect to

10 comments thereon which may be made by NHC."

11 Maybe that isn' t good enough in your view but I just

X want to make sure I understood why.

13 MR. MURPHY: That is correct, Mr. Chairman. We are

14 entitled under that to comment on the Department of Energy s

is site characterization plan. What we are asking ior is the

16 opportunity to comment as well on the stall's response to the

17 siLe characterization plan which is the site characterization

is analysis before it is delivered to DOE.

IV MR. SPUROGN: I would add to that that we would be

20 looking for the response which I think is probably the most

21 important, one ci the more important aspects ao it, I should

22 say.

3 PThe response Is critical for the public confidence

L4 purposes if you will Ithat the state Is supposed to serve under

2 - the terms of the Act.
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I CHAIRMAN FALLADINO: Let me turn to my colleagues to

2 see It'they have other questions. Jim, do you want to start?

3 COMMISSONEIR ASSELSrTINE I have a few.

4 CHAIRIMAN PhLLAUTHO: Uo you have some, Tom?

S CUMMI'SIONER ROBEHrS: No.

COMMMISSIONER ASSELSrINE: Lot me start with the

V broader proposition that I think some at you mentioned. When

$ I read the staff's paper I got the flavor that the reason why

9 some of the modifications are being proposed, modifications to

1U the rule that the Commission had previously adopted, was

it because when they looked at the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, the

I2 Nquolear Waste Policy Act did not specifically require some of

1:3 those things. Therefore, the staff's view is that they should

14 Lake them out of the Commission's rule.

1S I think one of you made the point that the staft

lI) seems to be under the impression that because Congress did not

1? mention it specifically or include It, therefore, the Congress

1 L disapproved of those things.

19 I guess my recollection was somewh]it different from

&0 the time that the Congress considered the Act. In tact, I had

21 recalled that the Congress was quite aware of what the Agency

"2 had done both on the technical side and on the procedural side

23 and it anything, there were some statements or comments

24 eradorsing the kinds of approaches that the Commission had

2Is adopted.



I Is that your recolleotions I know a lot of you all

2 were involved in the process as well, that tar from

3 disapproving ol some of those things the Congress had

4 recognized that this Agency had gone quite tar In putting in

S place both its technical requirements and the process by which

6 it would deal with both the Department ot a ntrgy and the

/ states in this early informal stage.

14 MRt YE ItHMAN Yes. 1 am not aware ol any intent in

Y the writing at the Waste Policy Act to limit the ability ot

1t the Cummission. I don't think there are exclusionary

it statements there. I don't think there was an exclusionary

12 intent.

13 As I stated in my opening comments the NEtC is not

14 constrained by the Waste Yolicy Act. It is guided, yes and

IS the requirement to conform the rule to the Act Is, I think, a

16 legitimate approach and not one that was meant to limit.

1 COMMISSIONER ASIELSTINE: Yes. Pat, you made the

18 point I think on the dratt site charactorizatlon analysis that

19 we are better otl it we try to talk to the states and here

20 front the states informally before the Agency takes its final

21 position on something.

MR. SPURGIN: Even If I didn't say It, I basically

23 agree with that.

24 (Laughter.)

25 COMMISSIONER ASSELST'INE: One of the things I wanted
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I, to explore is we have have some experience with this process

LI and Don, I wonder it you could talk a little bit about the

3 process, the existing process, that we used in looking at the

4 original draft site characterization report from DOE on the

i Hanford site.

6 My impression was that both in terms of an informal

I discussion in advance ot the Commission issuing its draft site

4 characterization analysis and the mere tact that the NRC would

9 put on the table a draft document that others would then have

10 to respond to worked fairly ei ectively, but I would be

it interested in your perceptions of that as well.

1: MR. PROVOST: I think that was a very good process

13 and was a very meaningful process that raised the level of

14 understanding of the HWIP Project a great deal and got a lot

IS of technical and policy Issues on the table and we had

16 informal discussions with NNU s'afI during the process of the

I? developing the SCA and had interchanges during that process.

i8 Then it came out and it had a very good effect,

19 getting that out, getting comments and I think that there were

20 not a great deal of comments on the SCX itself but was a very

21 effective one of putting out there for everybody to comment

22 and then large things, many things were surfaced and many

23 things accomplished but yet, some very basic things were not.

24 They are still not resolved today.

25 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Yes I appreciate that



I but I guess the sense that I had had from basically all

2 parties was that the existing process that the staff is now

3 proposing to change had actually worked pretty well.

4 MR. PROVOST: Very well.

5 CUMMISSIONEH ASSELST)NE: It didn't delay things.

b it didn l drag the process out but instead surfaced some

7 issues so that they could be resolved early on rather than

6 later on in the process, It may not have gotten all of them,

9 you may not have gotten all of them settled yet but at least

10 they started to get surfaced tairly early through the use of

11 informal discussions and the draft document.

MR. PROVOST: Yes, and very clearly In the record

1J they were identified so they are there. That is the thing we

14 appreciated.

1i COMMISSIONER ASSELS'rINE: It &alost seen1s to me that

16 that is going to *advance the process rather than just relying

17 on a final document that may not elicit the kinds of reactions

18 and responses that are needed

19 MR. MURPHY: May I make a comment on this question

'0 of delay and I realize that should be a concern both to the

21 Department and the Commission. The only delay Involved in

22 site characterization which the site characterization plan

23 affects is the sinking at the exploratory shaft Itself. The

24 Act says before proceeding to sink shafts, et cetera.

25 Any other activity associated with site
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1 characterizatlior can commence iminediately upon the presidents

approval of a site rocommendatlion. Indeed in our case and in

3 114niord s case they are characterizing our site already.

4 There is no question about it. The only thing that hasn't

1 been done on Yuoca Mountain is sink a shatt and so the only

6 tniny that is going to be delayed by VU days, In allowing the

7 states VU days to comment or 6U or whatever appropriate

A comment period is selected, is the sinking at a shalt and it

9 is probably going to take them that much time to get the

10 material and equipment at the site to get things ready to go

Is anyway.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Let me make a comment without

13 taking sides or whether we should or should not do it. A

14 90-day comnent period is not limited to QU days. It takes

113 time to got it out and then there is the 90 days and then

16 reading them, assimilating, deciding what is going to be done

1i about them so the 90 days becomes more like six to seven

is 61months .

19 I am not saying that may not be worthwhile. I am

20 just pointing out the conment period is not limited just to

the particular period in which we receive the comments.

'2 Go ahead.

23 MR. MUlRPHY: I am finished. Thank you.

24 LO.MMISIC'NR ASSELSrlNE: I had a question on the

J role at the host state as a party. What benefits or
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I advantages do you see to the states and also to the affected

2 Indian tribes I guess as well and we will hear from them later

3 oi saying up front in the regulations that the host state and

4 affected tribes are recogniied as parties to this proceeding

S even bafore we got to the formal proceeding stage several

o years tram now? What benefit do you think that provides to

7 the states?

8 MR. MURPHY; It provides an assurance to the states

0 that they are going to be full participants in that licensing

Ii process and it also as a party it gives the states standing

it for want at a better word to participate and even though the

12 Act itself does, I think, to be considered a full party in all

13 of the informal pre-application kind of interchanges between

14 any applicant before the Commission and the Commission staff.

1i As I said, Commissioner isselstine, it is

16 inconceivable to me and I am sure it is to everybody else in

it the room that the State of Nevada would not be entitled to

18 full party status In the event that Yucca Mountain is

19 selected 1 just want to see another nail in the coffin.

2 J rhat is all.

21 COMMISSIONER ASSELSrINE: All right.

22 MR. SPURGIN: I would add that even though you can't

;.3 conceive of a situation whore that might happen not being able

24 to tell the future and potential changes in circumstances,

25 there is nonetheless an uncertainty and the removal At any
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I uncertainty which doesn t cost anybody anything I think you

2 have to look on favorably.

3 COMMISSIONER ASSELSrINE: All right. On the Part 51

4 changes, 1 am sympathetic to the view you expressed about

S looking at this thing as a whole and in fact I think several

6 of us are. As I recall, I think, Commissioner Zech had

7 started an effort to get the staff to move that process

a forward.

y It would be useful at some point to hear where the

IO staif is. I think Lando, you proposed that they ought to get

it that stuff done in March. If we could move that forward and

12 get a chance to look at how the whole package tits together. I

13 am sympathetic with that view. It seems to make sense to me.

14 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: It is not clear though to me

is why you think they should be handled together.

16 MR. MURPHY: Just to avoid any potential for any

l-> Inconsistency whatsoever between any of the three parts.

is CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, it handling them together

IV would guarantee that, maybe that would be an advantage. often

20 we fall into traps. I was just interested in your thoughts on

21 that it you have any.

22 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I guess the final area

23 where I have a question is on the relationship of the shaft

24 sinking to the full understanding of the site characterization

plan.
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1 Is it because the shaft sinking is a major

2 construction activity that has the potential to affect what is

3 done with the site and how characterization proceeds? Is that

4 your principal concern in terms of wanting to make sure that

S there Is a full understanding ot what is proposed tar site

6 characterization and how the shaft fits in, construction work

7 tits in with that that drives the linkage question?

8 mit. POVuS'r; Maybe I can explain the Hantord. It

9 is a saturated site and sinking the shaft will in a technical

10 basis severely affect the hydrologic baseline and it also

it affects -- well, once you do that it aitects all of the tests.

12 So from a technical one, once you sink that shaft

13 you had better understand your baseline. You have to

14 understand a lot of things going all the way through it.

15 Especially in our case, we think It is a very major technical

16 one besidei the issues that you raised.

17 It affects all the tests later on so you have to

18 know what is going on.

to MR. FRISHMAN: I see it as potentially -- and I

20 agree with what Don says -- I see it potentially even going

21 farther than that and that is a choice ao a location for a

W2 shaft itself is very important In the integrity at the site

23 and relative to the question at whether the exploratory shaft

24 or shafts become ultimately even possible as repository shaft

2S or shafts.
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I I think there is a real possibility here of

2 comprominsing a site with a shatt. Now just because you don't

'3 have the spectrum at thought and knowledge that everyone

4 collectively might be capable at providing, we have sonic

concerns about the potential shalt locations at the Deal Smith

6 County Site.

7 'Uno was sujgested in the draft EA. What I hear is

1 that that is moving around or has been moved around in the

9 contractor's rinds anyway and I have yet to see a rationale

lU Jor anyone at the possible locations bor the shatt and tere e

ii it is, I have some real questions about it.

12 I don't have a mechanism right now to even r,&se

l3 those questions other than in the inlormal conference and then

14 it becomes not really -- that Is a small issue when you are

is talking about shafts, where it is and the potential to

16 compromise.

17 When you got Into the technical meeting on the

le shaits, you are talking much more about the mechanics of the

19 shalt itself.

2U cOmh ISSUNER BERNTHAL: What are the nature of the

21 questions that you have right now about the current location?

22 Are you talking about surface questions or geophysical

23 questions?

24 MR. FRISHMAN: I am talking geologic questions

25 because the current proposed location is very close to a
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I boundary ot the designated identified site, very close to a

boundary.

3 I have some questions about the logic of that given

4 the gradient of the deep aquifer as well as the gradient of

S the near surface aquifers and whether, in fact, that shalt It

6 it becomes a working repository shalt may in fact increase or

7 require a necessity to increase tha controlled area outside ol

8 the current identified site. There are gootechnical questions

9 regarding where that snalt is best located.

t1 There is another question that is still very much an

11 open question and I know that the architect engineer right now

12 has a milestone report due or It has already been submitted.

13 We have not been able to find it having to do with whether In

14 tact an exploratory shalt can be used as a repository shalt

it and then it It is not used, how do you seal it. Can you get

lb the integrity of that to the point where it looks like the

17 host rock? The answer is no but you have to do a lot more

18 thinking than just say no.

19 It becomes a question of its ultimate use, its

20 ultimate license ability, whether it is used or not used. The

21 shalt itself to me has a very great potential to compromise a

22 site and I think it is worth all the scrutiny in front rather

23 than rushing to start digging.

24 CHAIxjMAN PAItLAurNO: All right. Any more questions?

COMMISSIONER ASSELsriNH: Just one comment. The
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I sense I have is that both our staff and WCRE are basically in

2 agreement with that, that there are a lot of sensitive issues

3 about shaft construction, that that really is a very

4 significant aspect of the overall plan for site

S characterization, the only difference being what you all want

6 to see as a formal recognition that that has to be part of

I this process and the process has to lead to the identlifcation

4 of concerns and response to those comments before proceeding

U with the construction of the shalt whereas DOE and the staff

il are saying well, we will rely on an informal assurance that

ai they won't start on that. Is that basically righ-t?

12 MR. FRISHMAN: Somewhere the plan has to be

13 integrated to the point where you can look at the whole thing

14 and say does one piece of It make sense relative to the

IS other. I am sure that it is intended to dok that. It is just

16 that for purposes of time, once ag.in there is a whole sector

17 that is getting the Jisadvantage of being in a hurry.

UCHIXIRMAN PALLADINO: Fred, do you have any

19 questions'

20 COMMrSSIONER BEIRNTHAL: I don't really have many

21 questions beyond what have already been asked. I have to say

22 that the thought that you want to think very carefully that

you are sinking a shaft in the right place, that you are going

24 to gather the maximum amount of information, the maximum

25 amount of significant information, those seem like very valid
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1 concerns

2 it was not so clear to me at the outset of these

'3 comments about great caution before you go ahead and sink a

4 shalt and I guess what you are saying is much like before you

5 start building a house, you want to make sure you are building

6 in the right spot.

? I wasn't quite so sure though how to view this

8 business ot srinking an e:tploratory shalt In the larger picture

9 at activities that generally are carried out for a variety at

II other purposes. I am really getting back to the comment that

11 you made, Mr. Provost.

12 Is this by its nature a truly extraordinary

l'3 engineering event in the area in the state of Washington we

14 are talking about here? Has nothing comparable either as a

11 collection of other shaft sinkings for other purposes or

16 perhaps other activities ever been carried out?

17 It sounded like you were arguing that the very

is sinking of the shaft would somehow disturb the science and

1 the ability to gather data and the nature of the aquifer or

20 whatever else might be. It is almost an uncertainty principle

21 of geology, I guess, that once you start observing you change

22 the picture. I didn't quite understand that.

"'3 MR. PROVOST: Again, the Hanford is probably the

24 most complex geology and hydrology of any of the sites and

25 everything from mounding the water from defense activities on
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2 give you an example.

3 In the site characterization report basically what

4 was done in the previous one and an awful lot of information

5 was provided there, a lot of comments canme in, a lot of

6 suggestions but recently now based on the ir.formation they

V hdore recently gathered, USL)OV recently gathered, at least the

4 contractors like in Texas are looking at possibly moving the

9 shaft location because of stresses underground

o 'Triere are places where there are high stresses

it underground and it would be very dangerous to workers and

12 others with less. Of course, we feel that they should be

13 taking the safest spot but yet we have heard nothing about it

14 of icially. We know they are working on it and discussing it

of3 and apparently we won't hear about it until if it shows either

16 probably in the site characterization plan.

I? rhis illustrates the difficulty since 19082 they have

I 14 been lookino at this and they have had a drill rig On site for

19 several years so they have been pretty aiuch chosen. The y are

20 very comfortable with it but now they are looking at the data

21 and they are considering changing that.

22 It is something that takes time and we want them to

V3 take the time to make sure that they pick the right spot. i

24 they choose to go there, they should take that time and have

2i others look at it. So ii is not. only the hydrology, the
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I geology, as you say it has never been done in our area at all.

': COMMXS1 l NEK BERNTHAL: ln all of the activities

J that have been carried in that area. there is nothing that

4 would remotely disturb, it sounded like you were saying

3 perhaps irreversably, alter the system whatever that is with

6 the shalt sinking.

/ MS. YKoVOYT: Uoth statts agree that your hydrologic

8 baseline will change Considerably once you drop that and you

¶1 h.ve to have time to do that. Tho delays have helped them get

to a better baseline than you would have had originally but now

it with this other information on stresses and everything else,

12 it just takes time to get it right.

13 OMHMISSIONER BERtHIHAL That is all I have. Thank

14 You.

it CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: rhank you. Commissioner Zech.

16 COMMISSIONER 2ECH: Just a couple of comments.

1?1 Virst of all, I appreciate very much your comments here this

1$3 morning and I would encourage you to continue your close

19 working relationship with our staff and encourage you also to

20 continue your efforts with DOE.

2I I appreciate the tact that the states should clearly

22 tie involved and your comments this morning I think is

23 something that we should listen to arid take very seriously.

24 think that our efforts are to corniuct our business in the most

responsible manner we possibly can recogni2ing the very
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LI should try to resolve our problems as early on as some of you

3 pointed out as we possibly can and continue working rery

4 closely together.

Some of the earlier comments regarding making sure

6 that your comments are heard and are carefully reviewed and I

7 believe the term was used where meritorious heeded, certainly

8 I agree with that.

9 I think that is part of what we are all trying, to

it do. Naturally there is going to be differences at judgment as

It regards to what is meritorious, what is necessary and so forth

12 but those are things that we ought to do in my view anyway as

13 openly and honestly as we possibly can recognizing that people

14 are going to differ.

I'S But the exchange with the states and Indian tribes

16 and all involved in this Important endeavor, I think is

17 extremely important recognizing that we are probably not going

Is to end up satisfying everyone or perhaps not as many people as

9 we would like, but we simply must do it as responsibly as we

0 can. I think that is what the Commission's effort is and I

'I think that is what DOE is trying to do also.

22r The states also should continue their efforts to be

23 involved and to influence the process to the degree they can

24 and recognizing that eventually the decisions will be made but

;'5 I appreciate very much your comments and I think the
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review them very carefully so I thank you very much for your

3 cuntinuinq efforts on the part of your fellow citizens of our

4 country and I think that we are making progress and we should

1J continue to work closely together.

6 C.HAIRMAN PALLAUINO: Thank you very much gentlemen.

7 We appreciate your being here and we will certainly consider

8 your comments

4 Clariael excused.)

1U CHAIRMAN PALLADlNO: Now I wonder if we might have

1i the representatives of the Yakikna Indian Nation and the

National Congress of American Indians join us here at the

1u table.

14 Uo you plan to go first, Mr. Trusley?

MR. TOUsLEY: It makes no ditterence.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well. you are listed first on

my sheet of paper so why don' t we go ahead. That way I can

14 keep track ot the times.

191M. TOUSLEY Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Dean

O0 1ousley, an attorney for the Yakima Indian Nation.

21 On behalf of the Yakima Nation, I thank you for

22 granting our request for this meeting. The Yakimas feel that

23 the amendments to 10 C'T( Part 60 have profound implications

'14 for the Commission s responsibilities in this important

21 national program and for the success of the program itself.
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I We continue lo have two primary concerns about this

2 Act, tte elimxrat3on of the dratt site characterization

3 aanalysis and the Commission refusal to review DOEs site

4 selection process.

S With with respect to the draft SCAs, the staff

16 argues that interactions between DOE and the states and tribes

I and the ability ot states and tribes to participate in

13 meetings between UCE and NKC among other things eliminates the

9 rneed for NJtL circulation ao draft SLAIs for public comment.

al) Untortunately, I have to report that the promise at

It full participation in these meetings is not being realized.

I-" At the outset of a recent SWIP hydrology coordination meeting,

li DOE announced a policy limiting the participation at state and

14 tribal representatiors in such meetings to an opportunity to

i' make comments at the end of the meeting.

16 The NRC's chief representative protested this policy

1? but to no avail. One of our technical consultants made

lI8 extensive comments at the end ot the meeting but our people

19 felt generally that they were unable to participate

effectively in the meeting because of their exclusion from the

give and take of the technical exchange.

In light of this and other manifestations of DOE's

2.3 attitude about state and tribal participation, It is improper

24 for the Commission to use the supposed ability to participate

Y 1 as an excuse for curtailing Its own interactions with states



I and tribes, including the circulation of a draft SCA.

2 In the place of a draft SCA, the staff has added

13 larnguage calling tor the director to provide an opportunity

4 for the states and affected indian tribes to present their

j views on the SCP and their suggestions with respect to HRC

6 comments.

7 It is unclear what kind at opportunity the director

e3 :s to provide, that is, whQethe r written or oral comments at a

9 meeting. rhe timing at this opportunity is also unclear yet

10 quite important. It it is scheduled too early, we will not

11 yet be familiar with the SCP and il too late, the ability to

influence the SCA will be compromised.

13 Moraover, comments to the Conmi ssion staf t would be

14 much nore meaningful if coMmentors had a draft or at least an

I's outline of NRC's views to reflect upon. Vreferably the

16 Yakima's would like to continue to see a draft SCA with a full

17 opportunity to comment. At a minimum, we urge you to further

133 amend this provision so that the stated opportunity to present

I9 tribal and stale views is held a reasonable time following the

20 staff's circulation oa at least an annotated outline ot its

21 S:CA.

22 With respect to Commission review of the UOE site

2:j selection process, this is even mare important to the Yakima

24 Nation. rve NW'A clearly provides that NRC authority to

L'S promulgate technical requirements and criteria is pursuant to
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1. other provisions at law such as the Atomic Energy Act and the

Energy Hoorganization Act. rhus, Congress did not intend in

3 the NWPA to prescribe the scope ot nl(C review of LOE's

4 repository program.

6 Ilecause at its crucial bearing on the adequate at a

6 repository, the siting process goes to the essence ot NRC's

V mandated public health and salety and environmental protection

8 responsibilities under the relevant statutes.

9 For NRC to decline to lully review that process

10 would be a basic abdication at those responsibilities.

11 Moreover, the Commission's rosponsibilities under

12 NEPA require it to engage In evaluation ot alternatives as a

1.3 part of its licensing process. Although NWPA section 114(t)

14 prescribes the choices trom which the NEPA alternatives must

11 be selected, it dots not prescribe the that those alternatives

16 are automatically suitable tor NEPA purposes.

17 It is the Commission's responsibility to analyze the

to alternatives and to decide whether they are suitable as the

19 agency ultimately responsible tor NEVA compliance. NEPA and

the NWPA certainly are not satisu ied by DOE's approach to the

21 preliminary determination ot suitability which is now to be

22 made prior to characterization when it Is the merest o1

:3 unsubmtantlated allegations.

24 Finally, the language at the Act itielt provides

2I that NMC need not curtall Its review at the site selection



1 proceas. Section 114t(f states that and this is a quote,

"Nothing in this Act shall be construed to amend or otherwise

3 detract from the licensing requirements of the nuclear

4 Regulatory commission as established in title 1I of the Energy

5 Reorganization Act of 1974."

6 Congress did not intend its failure to explicitly

I incorporate all ot the details of Part iU in the Act to be

8 construed as implicit rejections at them. 'Where Congress was

9 silent on the subject already addressed by Part MU. Congress

1U intended that NXC licensing and regulatory requirements should

It not be affected.

12 One ot the regulatory requirements in place when

11 Cungross passed the NWPA was the requirement for NRC review of

14 the -site selection process. Now it is the Commission's

15 conclusion that the NWPA by omission somehow proscribes its

1l review of DOE site selection process is incorrect.

it As discussed above, the Commission.responsibilities

is under Its organic statutes anti NEPA require such a review and

to the NWPA is entirely consistent with those requirements.

20 A member of your staff told me in confidence that

'I the staff was very disappointed in the way DOE weighed all the

22 post-closure guidelines equally for all the sites but that the

23 staff telt constrained against forcefully stating this

24 objection because of the Cormrlsson's position.

2 5 DOE and the country have been done a great
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a technioal objections to the most critical aspect 01 the EA's

'3 an aspect which the Commission has compelling legal and policy

4 reasons to comment upon.

In conclusion, it is quite possible for the federal

6 givernment's etorts to dispose of high-level radioactive

'V wastes to tall yet again in spite at thei NWFA. It that

8 happens, it will almost certainly be because of the

V inadequacies ot LOE's site selection process and the lack ol

lU effective regulation oa that process by NUC.

il We urge you to help prevent another waste program

12 failure by retaining your proper active role in reviewing the

13 repository site selection process and by retaining the most

14 extensive possible interactions with states and affected

' 'Indian tribes.

16 The Commission stait, most notably the Policy and

1? Program Control Branch, is doing a very commendable job at

those interactions, much better than DOE. 1t the Commission

9 declines to exercise its authority where it is needed,

20 however. the Commission's credibility will suiter just as

21 DOU's has and the waste program will be seriously threatened.

22 In the absence of credibility somewhere in the government,

this program cannot succeed.

2 4 Thank you very much.

' CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: 'Thank you. We will next hear
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I tram Susan Karjo. You may proceed.

2 MS. HAHJO: rtank you. I am Susan Marjo and I am

3 Cheyenne and Creek ard I am a citizen of the Cheyenne and

4 Arapaho tribes in the State ot Oklahoma. I am also the

5 director of the National Congress ot American Indians and you

a have our prepared statement before you, I understand, and we

7 are also submitting a prepared statement on behalf at the NeZ

8 lerce tribe in Idaho for the record and I believe you have

3 both statements there.

III We wish to join the previous witnesses, both

11 Mr. Tousley and the state witnesses, in urging that public

12 commenting on the draft site characterization analysis be

1.3 provided tar in the final rule. Such commenting we agree with

14 the previous witnesses is not precluded by the Nuclear Waste

1S Pollcy Act and is permissible under the general NBC authority.

16 With specific regard to Indian nations, the NEC as

1? an instrumentality of the trustee, United States, is a partner

1$ in the government-wide fiduciary responsibility to Indian

19 nations and that responsibility includes taking actions

regarding the beneficiary Indian tribes that would actually

21 benefit the Indian tribes.

L All too often the actions of many U.S. agencies, the

J old Indian agents up through modern times, have not benefited

24 the beneficiary Indian nations and that is the agreement that

s ' has been made. That is the law at this land that there is
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2 shares in that.

3 Our requests here are so modest as to be really the

4 bare minimum I would think that ARC could do to carry out its

Is historic responsibility as part ot the United States

6 government.

t We are only asking tor three things, that there be

8 allowed a comment period on the SCA draft, that you not change

9 the rule to limit Indian tribes and Indian organizations at

it) this point by saying that those designations should be changed

11 to attected Indian tribes and we have also included a symbolic

12 request that it the Commission staff is going to incorrectly

13 capita ize the s in state then it should capitalize the 't"

14 incorrectly in tribe.

I' (Laughter.

16 MS. HAHJO: It is just the sort ot perceptual thing

17 that does make a difference in federal agencies because it

1t looks like great big states, little bitty tribes; great big

19 responsibility to the states and diminutive responsibility to

20 the tribes. I think we can do that and that is a real easy

21 one.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO. We will do better.

2 MS HARJO: Mr. Tousley has expressed his concern

at about the Depaitment at Energy and I would like to make our

point about not changing the term to affected Indian tribe at
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2 Lepartmerat of the Initerior where the Secretary of the Interior

has responsibility for determining atteoted tribe status.

4 There Is no one in the whole of the Bureau at Indian

5 Affairs who is even assigned to this matter. You can't find

6 an Individual who haœ responsibility, day-to-day

*; responsibility, even ii it is only one day out at 3U tor this

4 matter.

g COUMMISSIONER BERTrHAL: Why nots

1o MS. HARJ:O Why not is an excellent question. There

it was a very good fellow who was there handling a number of

12 issues that he wasn't being permitted to handle including

13 hazardous waste sites In the trust responsibility area, an

14 office at the Bureau at Indian Atfairs, and he used to attend

15 meetings at the Department of Energy I know and was very up on

16 the tissue. Ho has been shipped somewhere to the west of

a? L.C. and we don't know where. T don't mean banished. I

le think he can be found but he is not a person now in charge and

lo there is a void

20 COMMISSIONER UEUNwrHAL. I think tney let him out.

('Laughter..)

':2 MS. HAKJOU They permitted him to escape. Still, an

issue this Important would it seem need at least one person at

"4 one desk where the mail stops to be accountable In the agency

25 that is designated as determining affected tribe status.
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I On oat the problems that has been created, the Coeur

d 'Alene tribe, 1 understand you hive received a separate

3 conmmunloation trom them about having been denied aftected

4 trIbe status because they do not fit into the strict language

3 of trio Act which defines ailectod Indian tribe to Include one,

o Any tribe on whose reservation a nulear waste site is

I prrpoied or two, an, tribe w*hoso possessor or usage rights to

4 iands outside the reservation as defined by Congressionally

9 ratified treaties may be ettocted by such a site.

10 Now the Coeur d'Alenes do not have speciiic

lI CCongressionally ratitied treaties but their reservation is

designated as a reservation and they enjoy all the attributes

under law of Indian country. They are treated tor all

:4 practical purposes as a reservation. It is just that they

1i were established under a different mechanism, under an

10 executive order.

I? Our history spans, ot course, the entire history ot

to the United States so we go througn these many policy and

IQ writing lads of Congress and we know that sometimes it is

LIU really sloppy and here we have the Coeur d Alene tribe which

21 is fully federally recognized tor all other purposes being

excluded because ot the treaty language.

*.)n the other hand, we have the Passamaquoddy Tribe

J4 and Penobscot Nation In the State of Maine being included in

j1 tor ?JWPA purposes by VOE even though the legislative history
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I is clear that the fad at the time in i98U was to say in that

' particular committee, the House Interior Committee, they

a didn't want Indian territory referred to as reservations for

4 that period of time.

S So three acts that I worked on were not called

6 reservations and so they are included but here we have all

I relerences to reservations. So we have inappropriate

8 inolusions, unjust exclusions, sloppiness in the writing,

9 sloppiness and even perhaps inattention in the Department of

IU the Interior as to these designations.

11 Leaving the terms as they are, Indian tribe and

12 tribal organization Is not going to create a real problem for

13 anyone in NWC or DUE and would allow for some of these

ta problems that I have mentioned to be sorted out and would not

I1 close your option to changing this rule to specitically

16 affected Indian tribe as these things get sorted out.

I? Unless I am missing something really major, It seems

tIo jike this, too, is a very easy one.

it CHAIRMAN PALLAITNO. I am trying to understand --

20 MS. HAKJOU I am, too.

CHAIRMAN PALLALiINO: I am not quite sure that I got

:' what you would like us to do.

MS. HAJ: 'rThe proposal is to change at this point

"4 the term, "Indian tribe- and "Indian tribal organization" to

225 affected Indian tribe" or "affected Indian tribes.' At this
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l point with so much contusion about who is an affected Indian

2 tribe and who is not and so much of that being sorted out now

3 and the tribes being so lar behind the states in this process

4 and rushing to catch up, it is our teeling that it you change

S to at ected Indian tribe you would be unjustly excluding sone

6 tribes tram this process.

V CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: T'hat is where I am having

8 difficulty. I thought you were recommending that we change to

V it.

10 MS. HAXJO: No.

11 LCOMMISSIONER ASSELS'LINEi 1 think you are saying

12 stick with the existing definitions in the regulations.

1J MS. HAMJO: Right, for the moment.

14 COMMISSIONER ASSELS'rINE: For the moment, until some

Is of these questions get sorted out.

16 MS. HARJO. That is right, and somewhere down the

17 road obviously it would be changed but at this point, that

18 might preclude sonm of the really valuable consultative

19 ability of these tribes and you might just be closing your own

20 doors to dealing with the tribes.

1 CHAIRMAN YALLADINO: All right. Did you say you had

22 one other point?

23 MS HARJO: I probably did, but I don't. Thank you.

24 tLaughter.

25 CHAIRMAN VALLADINO 'rhank you. 1 guess we are open
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I for questions. One comment I might make and this applies to

2 all at us. We have a balance to make in trying to meet the

3 schedule that the Congress set forth and making sure that

4 everybody is properly heard and that is a balance we keep on

I trying to achieve. So while we have a tendency to lean toward

6 *giving everybody their say, 1 think there is a point at which

7 we have to make a decision that we ought to close ranks and

t got on with the job.

9 1 think one of the other areas that we are faced

to with is the judgment that is needed in deciding what comment

11 should be reflected in the change in the regulation and which

1: ones don't and there is a feeling, I gather, and maybe it

13 doesn't come from your presentation as much as it did from the

14 states' presentations, that it we don't follow the suggested

l6 comment, that we haven't given it attention.

16 So I guess I am saying, yes, we need to give

17 consideration to all the comments and we should allow time

18 for the comments but it Isn't possible to agree to bring all

19 Ihte comments In.

20 Let me see it others have comments? Commissioner

21 'oberts?

22 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: No.

CHAIRMAN VALLADINO: Jim, do you have anything?

go COMMISSIONER ASSELIS'fINE One comment and one

: Is quest ion
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I would say the comment is you are going to need to

bear with us a bit. Dealing with Indian tribes is not

something this agency has had a lot of experience and practice

with anti I think it is a learning experience for us as well as

for ycou all in this area.

I would also say that poople who worked on the

legislation on the Hill also were people who in sonme instances

wore not involved In detail in legislation affecting the

federal government s special relationship with the Indian

tribes and there may well be some things that we need to

surtaco, whether we do it or the Department of Energy goes it,

or the Congress on its own initiative takes a look at some of

these things like the definitions of which tribes were

included and weren't and was it a conscious decision that that

was the right balance to strike.

I think your oomments are well taken on those kinds

of questions and they are things that we probably ought to

look at and the Ljepartment ot Energy ought to lok at as well

as the Department of Interior

I agree with Fred that tits question earlier sure

seems to make sense to have somebody at the Department ao the

Interior that is following this and helping the tribes with

their special interest and concern in this area.

'rho question I had basically goes to your points,

Dean, on reviewing the DOE site selection process. It I



understood you right, your point was that basically the

2 Lommission has to do that at some point in this process to

:3 carry out our NLPA responsibilities. We are going to have to

4 look at Lhe alternate sites that we.e considered In the

process that was used to identify and select the alternatives

6 that weru considered even though the number may be lixed.

V MH. 'TOUSLEY 'TIhat's right

4 COMM1ISSIONER ASSELS'TINE: It that is the case, are

9 you basically saying that the earlier the agency focuses on

10 that problem the better. It there are difticulties In the

1t site selection process, it is a lot better to know about those

12 in the early intormal stage than later on in the more tormal

13 hearing stage and that the site characterization plan

14 logically presents a uselul time at which to make that kind of

1- a review. Is that basically the sense of what you were

16 sayIny9

1' MR 'rOUSLEY: That's right. It is not just more

to tiseful early. It Is practically use less late. 'here is

I' really very little you aar do it you get a license application

20 tor a repository and the alternatives aren't suitable. You

21 are really in a bad situation at that point. Now is the time

2Z when you can influence that decision.

COMMISSIONE9l ASSELSTIN:E So on the delay side, we

Z4 may be a lot better oil in terms ot avoiding delay --

2 mMR TOUSLEY Exactly.
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U COMMISSIONER ASSELSrUN1E -- and we should locus on

2 that issue and get it resolved as much as we can early on in

3 the process.

4 MR. TOUSLEY: Exactly. I would just like to add in

4J response to the Chairman's comnent a minute ago, I think the

e history at federal etforts to dispose of nuclear waste

V indicates that there Is no place where it is better to take a

8 littlae bit at extra titne to hear what everybody has to say

9 Ithan in this program.

tO Past efforts have tailed both because of the lack

ofat technical credibility and because of the lack of public

12 confidence and taking that time is what is going to help

13 create that confidence.

14 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO. I agree with-you on that. I

is think that has been the reason for failure and I hope It

1l isn't the reason for failure or I hope there is no failure in

1V the future and that we go forward. We all have to face where

is and how do we close ranks.

19 CUMMISSIONER ASSELSrINE: That is all I had, Joe.

20 CHAIRMAN PALLAUINO: All right. Fred, do you have a

21 commentP

COMMISSIONER BERNTHAL: No.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO. Lando.

:4 COMMISSTONER ZECH: No. I would just like to thank

j the panel members.



: CHAIRMAN VALLADINO: Thank you. We appreciate your

2 giving us your comments and as I said before, we will give

them careful consideration.

4 (Panel excused.)

I CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I am going to declare a ten

6 minute recess at this point. Please be prompt in returning so

'V we can get on with the other speakers.

S (Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)

9 CHAIRY.AN PALLALINO: Ladies and gentlemen, I wonder

lI it we could begin to take our seats. I suggest we get

t1 .tarted. Commissioner Zech will be on his way here shortly.

12: This is a continuation of our discussion on Part. 6U and we now

1'3 are going to have presentations by Mr. Herrick and

14 Mr. McGranery representing public interest groups.

I: Mr. Herrick, do you want to start?

16 MR. BERRIK: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am David

1V Herrick, Uirector of the Nuclear Waste and Safety Project of

14 the Environmental Policy Institute. I am here this morning

19 not only on behalf of my own organization but also on behalf

2( of the Natural Resources Defense Council. Mr. Dan Reicher of

21 the Council regrets that he cannot be here this morning. He

22 was called to Ohio to consult with state officials about some

23 of the more recent problems at the Fernald VOE Feed Materials

24 Facility

2'j I want to thank you on behalf of both of our
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I organs:ations lor trio opportunity to testify th:s mornflin

Let me begin briefly by stating that I think it is helpful

3 that the .E(Y paper in the package before the commisston was

4 distributed to participants this morning It gives us an

1 idea of the kinds of issues that the Commission is focussing

6 in on and allows us to make more me.anirigful comments

: 1 think there are a number of questions raised by

e purtions ot tho package that are more detailed than we should

9 get into at the moment and let me just mention a couple of

I U examples .

it On page nine of the proposed rule the package states

t2 hat Part oU is exempt from NEPA under Section 121 of the

3 Nuclear Waste Polcy Act I tnink you will find that that

14 section only exempts the proraulgation of technical

IY requirements specitically required by section 122 and doesn't

lo extent to all of Part 6U rulemakings including this one.

i7 Another example is the stateient in Enclosure B.

1A Loumment two it is stated that the EVA assurance requirements

14 are not relevant to repositories licensed by the Commission.

20 1 think you will find in going through the EPA rulemaking

2t package a presumption that NUL will in fact insure that the

objectives of all assurance requirements promulgated in their

'3 linal high-level waste regulations be accomplished by

:4 mendMent to 1U Li'K Part #11 making these assurance

requirements very relevaot
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I With the expectation that wv wil l be aIllowscd to

2 submit a more detailed statement for the record, let me get to

3 some inure general issues before the Commission today.

4 In particular, the central issue here really Is the

I degree to which the NRC will be involved in the repository

6 site selection process I don't think you have heard very

I much today that raises very many questions about the overall

8 licensing aspects at the Commnission's rule.

9 Hut what we are really concerned with here this

lu morning is the early stages of the process, the site selection

11 aspects of the DOE program.

l2 In sonae regard the shift of most concern to me and

1'3 to our organizations is this shift from a more formal

14 structured relationship between NKC and IJO. a, articulated In

II the current version of Part c1 to a more informal ad hoc

16 relationship proposed in the rule.

17 In doing so, the NYC argues that Congress

to deliberately excluded from the Nuclear Waste Policy Act the

it) site selection review role now contained In Part 60.

20 Perhaps a more accurate reading at the Nuclear Waste

l1 Policy Act is that the statute is silent on some specific

2 issues such as the draft site characterization assessment.

I Longress could have directed the NIL to conform Part bU of the

24 Nuclear Waste Policy Act as it customarily does in legislation

21 and did not do so and a- Mr Tousley pointed out earlier this
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1 morning Section 114 now specifically states that the Waste

2 YolIcy Act is not intended to dotract or to limit other

3 authorities that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has.

4 'To some extent we believe that NILC has over read. it

is 1 may use that word, the Waste Policy Act in attempting to

6 lfashion a rationale tar the changes it is making in this

7 proposed rule and that has been a long standing compliant of

ours.

In general, the NRC has repeatedly attempted to

10 assure us that it is not abandoning its role in the

11 pre-licensing stage, the site selection stage. It I may quote

12 from the draft preamble, "In regard to the generalized concern

13 that NRC should be involved in the site selection process, it

14 is noted that the N11C has played an important role in this

15 process and will continue to do so."

16 Iur concern inadequately conveyed I think in the

1' SECY paper is that while we are gratified by these assurances,

14 we are not satisfied by the entirely ad hoc nature of this new

14 relationship.

21 Similarly we recognize that the current proposal

21 revises references to the Prooedural Agreement, but the tact

2' remains that the Procedural Agreement and other ad hoc

23 protocols will now govern much of the NRC's new role. Such

'4 arrangements do not provide the assurances that the NRC's site

'!5 selection participation now artleulated clearly in Part 60
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I will be fullygand identifiably accountable.

'Trie NH't. staff has to a substantial extent attempted

3 to gloss over these fundamental concerns preferring to direct

4 the Commission's attention to more discrete tangential

I alterations to Part b6.

e For example, the NRC staff has construed our

I irinsistence that tho NRC explicitly specify MC' s role in Part

13 bU narrower issues such as what is in the site

9 characterization plan and whether we have this simultaneous

10 promulgation of Part 51 and Part 60.

i 'rho point 1 want to make here is that it is not the

^ form of the review. We are not raising the question as to

13 whether or not'the site characterization plan or the SCA must

14 address all of the aspects of the site review.

is 1i those aspects are now encompassed In the

lo Environmental Assessment as the staff contends, line. That

II does not negate the necessity in Part 60 for then spelling out

ILA this now rule. Una of the concerns has been that we are

19 getting into an area where specific functions for early site

20 review are going to be carried out that just simply are not

21 being codified.

: It is not really a question of is it in the SCP. We

"3 don't necessarily care it it is in the SCP as long as within

4 the rule itself, it is clear how these functions are going to

2'1 be carried out It should be in the EA and that should be
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2 let's put in a provision in Part cU that spells out that that

3 5s how it will be handled and outline the scope ot how the NRC

4 will comment on the EAs.

I CHAIRMAN PALLALINO: Do you think the old rule was

a better in this regard?

/ Mxit ).LAaI .k eThe old rule establshed principle and

9 a process for addressing this early site review It that

9 needs to be ohancjod to bring us into strict technical

IOi cunlormance with the Waste Policy Act, tine, but we think that

11 the principle and the necessity for that early site review

1: needs to be retained.

1'3 It we are moving it around to a diteleznt specitic

14 DOE function, that is understandable but that dots not mean

I, that we sh)ould drop It tram the coditiId regulations. We

16 think it is important that at be retained in the coditied

tv regulations.

:A COMMISSIONER XVRNTHAL; Let me be very candid and

l 9 straight forward about what the perception is on at least my

211 part Jar what Longress had in mind and meant to do and whether

: or not that was a clear understanding at the time, it seems to

me that that is the clear understanding today on the part of

23 many members of the Congress or at least, I think, we haze to

14 concede that there is this broad perception that the NRC

t; should confine its role to the role as reviewer and commenter
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I where we said review and comment and concurrence whore we said

.2 concurrence and that we do not intend and did not intend the

3 NRC to become the bottleneck in this process.

4 1 am speaking very plainly. I think that is the

S atmospnere that exists today. I am not saying it is right or

a wrong or making a judgment. I am telling you that that is the

perception that one gathers sitting on this side of the table.

e Why shouldn't we be responsive to that' There is

9 the very clear message, it seems to me that runs through this

lU when one goes to the Hill and hearings and generally what is

11 being said. Again without being judgmental or saying anybody

is right or wrong in the assessment of our role and the

13 perceptions that are being transmitted our role, ho# do you

14 respond to thatu

iX MR. VERRICK; I guess I would respect by saying I

to think at this juncture, the staff is recommending changes that

17 over react to that concern about being the bottleneck.

is F'or example, dropping this draft site

19 characterization assessment. I think the staff and perhaps

the Commission itself believes that it would be a lightening

rod, that that type of process would be a bottleneck. We

22 don't see it that way in the sense that under the current

23 requirement, let's say it the Commission were to insist that

24 DOE wait, it is not even an insistence by the NRC that DOE

.IS actually respond
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1 1 9guess it is just a question of degree. I don't

think people are saying the NHC ought to start licensing

early. That was a presumption that the Commission itself

4 sought to avoid when it originally issued the current version

I of Part uU that you would not get into a limited work

6 authorization or early site review process, that the

V Lommission would review in some detail what the Department of

8 Uneirgyls activities were going to be arid that would be done on

9 this sort of formal basis with identifiable documents and

XU identifiable comment process.

i1 It was not that the Commission was going to begin a

1:l licensing proceeding and the licensing proceeding would not

13 start until DC) actually walked in the door with a licensing

14 document. I don't think we are suggesting that that needs to

11 be changed.

lo 1 think what we are suggesting is that the original

1 formulation of Part OU which required specific issues to be

i#) raised, such as the site characterization activities, to be

lo) raised to a specific identifiable level requiring the

20 CLmjtisiion at that time regardless of what informal

2l communications is going on, regardless of the schedule and

2: internal program that DOE was following, that there would be

72' an identifiable point at which the Commission would satisfy

24 itself with the assistance of outside comment that all the

21 issues were addressed before the stop in the process would
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2 I don't think we are talking about additional

'3 bottlenecks. I think we are trying to preserve the informal

4 nature of NRt's role We are not talking about getting into a

S licensing process but I think there is a lot of scope short at

o tetting into the licensing process in terms at assuring that

the Commisstnn's role is an Identitiable one, not just tor

8 ttis Comnijss i r but for tuture Commissions.

Y COMM S IONEW XEUNTTiAL 1 appreciate your conment.

to 1 an sorry to interrupt.

II CUlAlk-J4AU PALLAbINO: That is all right. I did, too,

1'. so I don't blame you. 1 blame myself. But nevertheless, I

13 think it is Important when we get a point we want to discuss,

14 we do it Daid you have more'

1M M. BERKICK. I had a few more comments it I may.

16 CHAIRMAN PALLAt~ltJO All right.

1i M BERNICK Just carrying on this point, to a

ILA large extent the stall has insisted in this rulemaking of the

14 necessity for these informal relationships for a long and very

.0l deeply involved relationship with the DOE and the NHC to make

':1 sure these issues are aired

I don't think there is a disagreement on our part or

2.3 on the stalt's part about the importance at an involvement in

24 these early stages. 1 think the importance is whether or not

there are identifiable decision points or points in the
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2} identifiable review point

3 We would argue that the informal process so tar has

4 boen hampered by the lack ot clear codified procedural 'ro

t some extent it you look at the environmental assessment

comments which is sort of the most recent embodiment of the

V current Part 6iU site reuvew process, the NXC deliberately

S restricted the scope of its commenits on the'EA's and therefore

O its review of the U)OE site selection procesii.

lU It did not get into sonie ot trio site ranking issues

li ard the comparative merits o1 one site "ersus tho another, so

II to some extent the Commission is ilmiting, in the absence ot a

13 more clearly defined policy and I would say a policy at odds

14 with current regulations, the scope ot its review.

1: TIhat is at the heart of our concern about the sort

16 of the ad hoc nature oa the Commission review ot this area.

Iv W 'g think that really ought to be nailed dcown in ?art 60.

I LA Let tie just make one tinal itat ement abovt the

V s~draft site characterization aiessnient. One of the points I

.: really would like to impress upon you and it was not entirely

brought up this morning in your grevious conversation is that

.." Xthink thit the stait to some extent has sort c2 overly

:;3 eabllishtd the site characterization assessment and this

'4 ongoing process that is supposed to ensure trom that.

The site characterization asiessAment and plan IS not



I really a living docutnen 'We are not really going tc have

LI the opportunity to come back. I se in nmy perso L:. view the

site characterization asses ni':nt a4 roalty being a detinitive

4 sIatement by the fl1 C on rthe iitaorm.Ltion necessary to obtair.

5 I icerr e and t.. ink tl.t It will res ri c t r6-.I:

-;t;s co nsiderations. n ri orue. .r n.nj c a aL le Ies

' *n waat i,,torlat :

8: t it 2'! 1 rabae 10r ccnductiri

.ra c trtatcnr, work, you see that in practice it

.. t v. ' therwIe. e .UO now tor the salt sites is only going

at J have eioht months or Is only scheduling eight mont hs oi ln

' itu testing.

t3 We are not really talking about a multi-year process

14 ot evolution, ro-e:camination, re-visiting these kinds of

11 Issues. Ilt is really going to be as somebody said earlier a

I 6 one shot deal arid I think that the analysis is also going to

IV have broader legal implications for the kinds at questions

18 that can be raised without the adequacy of data.

l'9 2'eople, I think, will conte back and say, "The NRC

"l signed oit on a site characterization analysis. rhis is what

'11 they told us was required to get the license." You can't come

back in and say that it is inadequate and the NRC staff, I

J3J believe, throughout this process will have trouble coaning back

24 aird raising a new issue or trying to get existing issues

2 5 revi i t e d having th e Commi sS i on once articulated, "This i s
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I what ti; program was supposed tci have done."

2 COM.MISSIONER VERNTHLAL. As a solertist I share your

3 chagrin on hearing numbers like that and all I can say is that

4 at seems to be the nature of the way we do business not only

5 in this agency but in the government generally that process

6 now takes precedence over substance and that is only

I exemplified by comments like you made. lt is going to be

93 eight morths really to do the real science and the rest of the

9 time Lord knows what we will be doing. That troubles me as

10 well.

il CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Does that conclude your

12 commentsB

13 MR. BERRICK: Yes. I would like the opportunity to

14 submit a more detailed statement it that would be agreeable.

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO. When might we get that?

16 MR. LXREICK. It you give me a week perhaps, I don't

I? know but there may be other members who are participating

le today who would want to submit additional comments.

19 LHAIRMAN PALLADINO. All right. I will bring that

20 up later I think we could certainly at ord somwthing like a

week. Thank you, Mr. Herrick. Mr. McOranery, please proceed.

22 MR. McUHANERY: Mr. Chairman and Commissioners, my

Vt name is Jim Mc3ranery. I am here today representing

4 Scientists and Engineers for Secure Energy. Today's

presentation was scheduled to be delivered by SE-2 s Executive
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I Li rectar, Mira Todorovich. Since he is unable to be here, I

2 wish to ask your permission to speak in his stead and present

a summary of SE-2's position. 1 would also appreciate your

4 consent for the written text of our remarks to be entered into

5 the record at this hearing.

6 CHAI)(MAYJ PALLADINO All right

V MR McURANrJLRI There are two principles which form

8 the basis for our technical and legal comments

9 First, in the pre-construction permit application

10 stage which I emphasize here, Congress gave primary

It responsibility to the Department of Energy and limited the NRC

I2 participation to review and comment except in two particular

3 cases where NRC concurrence is required.

14 This is a much different role than the NRC foresaw

11 for itself in the original version of 1o CHR Part 60.

16 Therefore, the adjustment to this diminished status

17 is understandably difficult. We compliment the NEC on its

18 efforts to pare the expansive role foreseen down to the role

IV actually assigned by Congress.

20 However, as we explain below, further restraint is

21 appropriate It not legally required.

22 rhe second principle which we have in mind is that

23 Congress legislated as the primary purpose of the Act a

24 schedule for the siting, construction and operation of

repositories which Congress determined was adequate to provide
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2 onvirongmental protection to the public.

3 W., suggest that the Commission is legally obligated

4 lo restrain any tendency to an expansive lnterpretation of its

role in the site characterization process when such an

6 interpretation may tend to violate the

* I-ong nissi aialIy-maridated schedule Iand e specially now when we

9 are already benind that schedule.

9 Our principal area of concern is in proposed IU CFR

10 Fart bU 18 which defines the NRC's implementation ot its

11 responsibility to review and connent on the DOE SCP Congress

provided for NHC review and comment on the SCP without

13 indicating any public participation in that effort while

14 explicitly providing for public comments to the DOE on the

l5 SCP.

l6 rhus, the Commission has no responsibility to seek

1? public participation in the development of its comments and if

1s it decides it has the authority due to the lack o2 an explicit

1i) prohibition, it should carefully limit that participation to

LU avoid further delay in the legislated schedule.

21 For that reason, we recommend that the invitation

22 for comment on the SCI' in proposed 60.18tb) require comments

ZJ within 45 days alter the close ot the relevant DOE public

hearings.

26 This would allow for public participation concurrent
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currently in the regulations in this connection, we also

j note that there is language in o0 I$icJ that should be

l transferred to subparagraph (b) so that the sane invitation

5 goes out to the whole world at the same time.

O Section 6U.18t ) is a vestige of the pro-Act concept

I at draft and final S(.A's and should probably be deleted.

4 Interested persons have never before needed any regulatory

Q1 authority for writing to the NHC at any time on any subject

ID and certainly would not now suddenly feel constrained.

11 On the other hand, such a formal invitation may be

argued to confer some formal but undetined status on such post

1'3 hoc comments.

14 In short, we can see no good resulting tram this

11 additional, formal procedure but we can imagine complaints

16 charging lack of good faith because the NRC tails to respond

t't to a real or spurious objection which is now reiterated for a

le third or fourth or fifth time.

19 In this connection, we have reference to all of the

''3 previous procedural opportunities which the various Interested

21 parties have to make comments to the NRC and DOE.

In the last sontence of proposed section 60.18(g),

23 DOE is quote "required," closed quote, to address any topic.

24 quote, "Requested of the Lirector" closed quote, in the

215 semi-annual reports. There is simply no statutory authority
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I .Aithougn UUL may and we are confident would cooperate with the

3 N41(L in providing Information on germane issues.

4 Wo also note that in the provision stating that the

1 SC? shall contain any other information required by the

d Coznmission, the word required" should nut read as a license

7 for intellectual curiosity, but rather in tne sense of "needed

8 lar its responsibilities related to site characterization

' irder the Act

It In similar fashion, proposed section 6.184th) is not

11 authorized by the Act but is the subject et the DOEINRC

I' Procedural Agreement. For this reason, It may not be

13 appropriate to NRL regulations especially it the Prooedural

14 Agreement is not cited as authority.

Vrobably the single most unnecessary burdensome and

16 perilous provisions in the proposed rules are In the last

17 sentence of proposed section 6U.18t1i) and the first sentence

It of proposed section aU.18(J).

19 rhese provisions require the invitation of State,

21 Tribe and public comment on all comments which the Director

2' makes to DOE on site characterization. Such provisions are

1'" administratively impossible to comply with unless we were to

23 require at least memoranda it not taped recordings of all

24 conversations between the DCO and NVC staffs at all levels.

Then the Federal Register would be overwhelmed with
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these provisions as well as ooters go well beyond iI not

3 violate tne IJOUElNN Procedural Agreement

4 We believe that the- above-suggested revisions would

s not tamper ettective and more than adequate participation by

6 interested persons in the spirit of the Act, but would avoid a

7 procedur4l morass, a,;oid turther Irustration ot the Act's

a3 schedule IoaL be more ain keeping with the Commission's limited

9 role in the site characterization process

I 0 Aside Iram somei minor legal suggestions attached as

ii an addendum, we have only one turther legal comment. We do

la not bailieve that the tinal rule, its background, comments or

13 sI.atetnent of consideration should express any opinion on DOE's

14 authority to sink a shalt beotre receiving and considering NRC

lo comment- an the SCV.

16 It is DOE's responsibility, not NRC's, to interpret

1 the DOE statutory authority and defend that interpretation

19 curing the site characterization process. On the other hand,

19 the N1L observation that it may be prudent for DOE to await

2U iuoh comments to avoid difficulties in subsequent licensing

21 seems totally appropriate and helpful.

22 That concludes our oral presentation. I would be

23 happy to answer any questions or try to answer any questions

24 wnich the Conmmission may have.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: thank you You make a number
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aot interesting potnts tht. ara ditIerent from some ot tho i

2 that we heard up to the monient. I am trying to pnirase the

question ai;d maybe I will phrase at first for Mr. E-rrick and

4 then I wi I l come back to you, Mtr Mzrar aery

I It I understood yrjur comrments Mr 4errick, we

o should use Ihe current Part 61 procedures unless the Act

I r a a 1 y r equ re s t ha t. we ma k u a c h nhe I s t ha t a I a ir s uLIana ry

e of your .t at ment

9 MV HLRkICK I think that is correct. I would take

to that one step further whloh is to say that we believe that

11 art oU a s currently promiul gated established the correct role

12 lor tho Commnission in terms 1t tho scope ot the issues It

13 reviews at the site selection stage.

14 It strict conformance to the Waste Policy Act

I 5 requires that some ot thote activities that previously were

16 going to be part of the review of the site characterization

1? plan now become part ot the review of some other statutorily

is required document such as the Environmental Assessment, that

19 is okay as long as the basic scope of the review is retained.

20 Part of our basic concern is that when we go back

21 and seu, tor example, the scope of the Commission's comments

22 on the EA s which the statf in the proposed rule, the preamble

&3 to the proposed rule of these changes, stated is now the

4 appropriate level to address some ot these issues, we see the

scope being limited from what is now in the current
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So the basic thrust is the principles, the soope of

trIno review articulated in the original rule is the appropriate

4 scope and the appropriate typos of issues to be reviewed.

1 Those should be retained. It that means some line tuning in

L the process, that is certainly appropriate..

V C.AIAIIMAN PALLALIN4O Novi Mr. Mc~ranery, on the other

8 hand, you indicated that the Act does very severely restrict

u and limit ?IRC s role and that keeping some of these

lo opportunities bor additional comments in there would be

ii contrary to the Act. Is that a fair representation!

12 MR. McURANERY: I think that it would not only be

Ili contrary to the Act, but would exacerbate a problem that

14 (.ommissioner Bernthal and you have already addressed, namely

lY5 that this seems to be turning into a lawyer's game as opposed

lb to a scientilic and engineering exercise.

l' We are getting a lot of bormalism, a lot of

18 procedures, some of which as I point out I think are

It impossible to actually comply with whether or not

20 legislatively authorized and we are ignoring the main locus,

21 namely, the development and construction and operation of the

22 repositories.

23 This is the same game which was played with the

'4 Commission back in the early days at table S-3 and the

Lojmmission stuck to its guns there as to limitations on the
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I procedural rights according to the statute and it took live

years hut the Coinmission won in the Supreme Court.

J Ihese procedural tangles here that are being

4 developed is really a matter of giving up everything that was

a~ won and frustrating the smooth operation at the Agency

6 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I understand your point. It is

I trying to achieve that ripe balance that gives us the

8 problem. Did you want to make a comment!

MH. UERk1CK: I just wanted to respond to that in

11 the sense that I think to some extent we are over exaggerating

i1 the issue here on things like the draft site characterization

12 and we are basically talking about whether or not we are going

13 to send the manuscript out for peer review before we publish

14 it. 1 guess I am not sure to echo things that Mr. Provost

I' said earlier, I am not sure that what we are not striving for

16 here is quality in the process and to make sure that' all ot

1 the issues that need to be covered are covered before DOE goes

is ahead with something as critical as sinking the site

19 characterization shaft.

20 1 think the Commission from the earliest iterations

21 of Part 60 identities that activity as being very critical.' I

22 don't think to follow on my earlier conversation with

Z3 Commissioner Bernthal that we are trying to create new

2;4 issues. We are fighting about the same decision points,

X. whether or not prior to sinking the shalt the Commission bring
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I to a head Its views of wheater or not DOE is tollowing a

2 program and going to sink a shaft according to certain kinds

I oI parameters that wi lI insure one, that iniormnation necessary

4 for 1iceris:nV can and will be obtained, and two, the Integrity

l of the site is preserved.

6 rnat was fundamental to the original iterations ot

I lVA rt riU a think it is just a question of how much of that we

e~ are going to preserve. I don't think we are talking about

9 opening up new issues or raising new questions for the

to Lommission to consider. We are still talking about exactly

Il I he same issuei.

1; HAIRMAN VALLALNMU. Thank you. One more comment

1t and then I will go to questions.

:4 MR. McURANtEY; 1. I may respond to that very

15i brietly. rhis is the question that the Commission always

lb faces, namely, how many bites of the apple. rho Act spoke of

I1 an EA We have created a draft EA and an EA. rrie Act did not

il require these technical meetings between NRC and DXU and

I9 certainly did not address the public nature and chance for

2U participation therein.

You have oreated that also which will provide tens

it not hundreds of opportunities for comment. You will always

3 no matter what you give, no matter how fair you try to be, you

24 will always be asked for one more procedural step and whether

25 it is the chance to submit additional comments or
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I wriat-hatre-you, Always one more and you will get more tied up

' in the process rather than in your true engineering and

a scientific responsibilities so that you can be a useful

4 adviscor to DUE at this stage and later a judge.

S CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Let me turn to my colleagues.

6 Commissioner Roberts.

V tLMM I bliI ONE H HUUREHb No questions.

8 LHAIUMAN PALLALINU. Jim.

9 LOMTSSIOSJLk ASSELti'INlE Maybe just a brief

to comment. I don't think given the hour I will go into a lot at

II questions.

tCommissionor Uernthal exited the meeting.)

13 COMMISSIONEH ASSELsriNE: I guess the conment is,

14 Jim, I think your principles that you cite from your reading

IS of the Act, with all duo respect, I just think you are

1o mis-reading what the Congress had in mind and let me tell you

I' why

la First, it seems to me that we are not trying to

L9 overly legalize the process, What we are trying to do is

2u d*-legalize It to the extent that we can. It there is one

'' thing that was clear of the position of this Agency before the

22 Longress it was that we haue to go through a formal licensing

23 process for this repository

"4' We, the Agency, thought that the best way to make

that process work given the unique characteristics at



I repository development was to have an eflective intormal

2 process before we got into hearings with lots of lawyers and

all ct the trappings to try to iron out as many issues as we

4 could, surface the issues up, make sure that we had the

I information that we needed to make a licensing decision and

6 make sure that as many issues as could be identified were

; identified, surtaced and addressed.

'3 What we told the Congress more than anything else I

*@ think, was that it that intormal process works and at the time

la we had basically laid out what that process was going to

it contain, then we thought we could meet our obligation to make

12 a licensing decision on an expeditious basis and we were quite

II clear to the Congress that the only way that process was going

14 to work once we got into the hearing phase was it this

II informal process worked ellectively.

l6 1 think the Congress bought that lock, stock and

1 barrel They were aware of what was in our procedural

118 requirements. They were aware of what was in our technical

s9 rules and I think that by in large what the Act has is an

21 endorsement of that pre-hearing informal process. I think the

2I Congress took the Commission at its word and said, you have

22 mapped out a process here and go do it.

23 What I read in the difference between review and

24 comment and concurrence was that there were a lew places in

particular where the Congress was a bit uncomfortable in just
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I relying on the intormal nature ot that process and they said

2 at those points we really want the NVt to sign oif formally on

j a couple at these key elements.

4 By in large I think the debate here is I guess I

S swould agree with Dave is not over momentous issues, it is how

6 are we are going to make that infornal process work and work

a effectively to surface issues got them identified and get

8 them addressed so that once we get into the formal process,

U once tne, lawyers take over, there is a minimum potential tar

II disruption and de'.y and stretching out this whole process.

11 I would also say that I guess I disagree that the

IL setting of the schedule represented a Congressional judgment

1.3 on what was needed to provide adequate protection tar the

14 health and safety of the public. I don' t think the Congress

Iti likes to substitute its judgment on that kind of question for

16 the judgment of this Agency and I see what the Congress doing

17 is basically saying, "We want an aggressive schedule. We want

113 to see a repository within this time france We think it is

19 do-able although we think it is also very ambitious, but the

20 burden ultimately is on the agencies that are involved both

21 UL and the NRC as well as other agencies to make that process

22 work and what they think needs to be done in that process has

21 to be spelled out in a mission plan and then it there are

14changes to that, the agencies have to come back to us and tell

* us.@
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I 1 really don't view that as substituting the health

2 and safety judgments that this Agency has to make as it goes

'3 stong

4 So 1 guess on those two points, I have a different

J view of what the Congress had in mind and what is embodied In

6 the Act I think we would be in the worst possible situation

if we had this informal process go forward not function the

8I way we told the Congress we had in mind only to tind out that

9 we have major problems that then have to be considered in a

to formal licensing proceeding where It Is much niore difficult, I

ii think you will agree given our experience in the reactor area,

1: to try to settle some of those kinds of issues.

13 It is going to be a much tougher and more lengthy

14 process i1 we don't make this informal process work to

15 identify and address thos-e concerns. So I guess that is more

16 at a comment than a question.

17 ME. McGlLANERY: It I Way respond very, very briefly,

14 first, as to my second principle as to the schedule and the

19 finding that it is consistent with the health, safety and

ernvironmental protection of the public, that I am afraid is

21 unarguable. That Is the precise language of Section Ilitbitl)

22 of the Act.

23 Getting to the more important issue, I think that

24 what the regulations are doing is squaring the circle. You

':g have mentioned several times and I would be totally in favor
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1 ot informal resolutions, informal contacts. That is the

2 nnature ot tha devalopment at sc ientiIic and enineLri ng

3 answrr.

4 Our problem is that this regulation tormaliees these

1 i thinijs uni lke anyUl~ti g else has ever been formali2ed betore

6 creating an endless series of requirements tor Federal.

I NelisIer notices and respon es and reviews never-ending.

T*o accomplish your purpose which I think is a very

9 gcod one, all the regulation neods to state here Is that the

111 statl under the director shall consult with the states, tribes

11 and interested members oa the pithlic. That would do the job.

IC HAIHMAN PALLADINWO All right. Thank you. Let me

1I set. it Canmmission Zech has any questions

14 LOMISSUlONkR ZELH. Just a brief comment, I think it

113 is important that we hear all the various view and I think

14) Mr. McGranery has given us a dillerent perspective than we

1i have heard this morning.

1A I think it is important that we listen to all the

'tviews and I don't want to prolong this any further except to

U say that I appreciate his views and those of Mr. Herrick,

1 also. t think it ls important that we listen to all at them

and I am Inclined to say that I think your perception that we

are overly legalistic and procedurally oriented here is

24 certainly a concern oa mine at this Agency, also.

1 We are involved in pulilIC health and safety and



I substance and content are uery, uery important and something

2 we shrouid be focussinrg ovr attention on so I thr~ik your

3 comIme a t5 in that reSIard are very appropriate

4 CiAIRM-Arl PALLADItNO AlI rignt. Thank you Thank

i you very snuch, gentlemen. 'Ate appreciate your coming and

6 givinUj us thte bonelit of your thoughts

:01 (ianel eecu-ed )

a lHAIRMAN ?ALLALtNO Novi I w-onder it we could have

.) Ite representatives irumn the Department at Energy join us at

It] the ta ble

oMMISiSIUNEH ASSELsriNE. Ore, ol those guys looks

1 familiar'

13 (Laughter J

14 C.HAIR4MAN YALLADINO: Who is going to speak first?

MR. STEIN; I am, Mr. Chairman.

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right. Would you identity

1I yourselt for the record, please?

MR. 1E1IN. Yes. Mr. Chairman and Commissioners, I

am pleased to haue the opportunity to participate on behalf of

UiJ the DIE in the NEC's consideration of the amendment to 1U CFH

21 lart 6U procedural rule.

1 am Xalph Stein ol the Department. I am the

23 director of the engineering and geotechnology division.

24 Accompanying me today is Mr. Jim Knight on my right who Is the

21 director of the licensing and regulatory division.
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I On January 1I 1 98t the IHJC published in the Federal

2 Hligister a request tor public comment on the proposed

3 amendments to the procedural rule, 10 CFR 60U These proposed

4 amendmnents were intended to bring the regulations in line with

s the Nuclear Waste Policy Act ol 1V2.

6 On March 21, 1Y8S the DUE provided NraC with comments

on the propoased ariondintnts along with some recommended

char-jois.

'3 ECommissioner Bernthal re-enters the meeting.)

10mH. H srwN Basically the Department agrees with the

11 proposed amendment and believes that it is an appropriate

12 modification of the rule to reflect the provisions of the

IU Act. As I noted the Department did however have soni comments

14 And recommended changes for the proposed amendment.

15 We continue to recommend that the Commission adopt

16 these changes. In particular, we urge the Commission to adopt

17 the suggested change which would commit the Commission to

la provide comments on exploratory shaft and shaft sinking within

19 '9U days aiter receipt ot the site characterization plan for

20 public comment.

"1 This schedule Is consistent with our mission plan

22 schedule and our ability to meet the requirements of the Act.

23 We do recognize. of course, that these earlier comments by the

24 Commission on the exploratory shaft would be contingent on the

2 D epartment providing early and complete information on



I Explor4tary shaft to the Commission and receiving their

2 comments on our exploratory shal t pl ans and programs

I3 W would intend to adopt these comments as

4 approp riaIe iri the site characterization pIa a. At this point

1 I would like to note that DUF has work in progress on the site

6 ciiaracterization plans.

7 This w-ark as based on thie anrotated out I ine. for the0

!3 site characterization plans which was agreed to by the NRC

3 stall in meetings with the stati Howe v rw r , t he annotated

Il outline is based on the assumption that the site

ch crharactarizatlon process will occur esseritially as presented

12 in the rule now betore the Commission.

1S Until the final rule is promulgated, there will be

14 uncertainty as to the applicability cI tho work being done to

it prepare the site characterization plans. Should ther, be

16 significant ch anges to the amendment. portions at the

1: annotated outline and the work being done according to the

18 annotated outline may need revision.

19 A delay in issuance of tne site characterization

2U plans would likely result.

'I Should the final rule not be promulgated at the time

the site characterization plan is issued, the site

characterization plan or plans may be in non-compliance with

24 the existing regulations.

~5 Thus, tram the Department's point of view it is



1 ess mntial to theao DUL proUrar.a tnat t he I ina rule be issued as

promptly as possible.

basically, those are the comnments that I wanted to

4 make here tumis uorninU. In summary, we do Lgret generally

i with the modified rule, the amendimients to the rule. We do

6 apprecxate Lhe opportunity ao being able to appear before you

/ todaly and tnank you tar that opportunity

CHAIRMANJ k'ALLALIN/:O: Thank you. Was Mr. Knight

U going to inake any comments'

IU MR. KNICHT No, thank you.

11 LHAIRMAN VALLADINO: Lot me ask you one question.

1" 'The thread of many of the comments that we received so tar

13 today has been that we are reducing the amount of opportunity

14 that we had provided in the earlier version of Part 68 for

Is people to comment for example on the site characterization

16 analysis by no longer offering opportunity to comment on the

17 draft.

lm Vo you think we have gone overboard either in the

19 old one or in the new one with regard to opportunities for

"9 comment and I meant going overboard either in denying it or in

21 providing for it?

22 MR. srEIN: I think that the old rule was structured

2:3 in a different approach. The old rule was structured in a way

"4 at least the way we handled it In our interactions with NRC

25 where we would create as in the case in Richland, Washington,



I a site characterization report which in eltect was a final

2 oducumnent. given to N1iL wrich would Lhen be reviewed and a

3 site criaracteri~ation or a draft site characterization

4 tnalysis would bij put forward.

I klaiicwily this was the first opportunity that NRC

is and the public had to look at that document. Since then

l there have huien a number of changes in the wdy we interact

A with the (.ommissicrn, the states and the tribes. We have

9 frequent open public moeetings with the Commission on early

IU activities associated with the preparation ot the plan. We

11 hive had at least tour dilferent meetings, open public

1: meetings, with the Commission stall.

13 We Invite the states and the tribes to participate

14 in those meetings and we look for and seek comments in the

I1 early stages ot the development of the site characterization

16 plan as well as other parts of our program.

Vt As we modify the input, we then conie back and talk

1 e about it some more with the Lommission, the states and the

I Indian tribes. These are open meetings and so there is lots

21) of opportunity for participation In the development of the

site characterization plan.

22 So when that document tinally reaches the public for

3 review and conunent, it ought not be much of a surprise because

24 it will have lots of discussion that will take place prior to

2 13 the time that it is finally issued. 1 think that the present
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I rule is entirely appropriate.

2 LHAIHtMAN I'ALLAUINO One at the points that I heard

J several times was that *fIH yes, they may have an opportunity

4 to make comments in public comments but they don't get the

fee.ling that they are seriously considered" and thereby,

6 there is credibility lost on the part at DOE and when DOE is

7 involved and sometimes I guess oven NkL. Do you teel that

8 there is ample opportunity tar the states and Indian tribes

9 anad other groups to interact ettectively on some at these

to documents that are being prepared'!

11 MH( STIIN. I believe there are ample opportunities

l' ior that and I would like to say to you that we consider the

13 comments very seriously, not only, oi course, the comments of

14 the stalf but the comments of the other participating parties.

1i MR KNIGHr: 1 might add it I may, there was

16 reference earlier perhaps to some inhibition in the ability of

l' the parties at the meetings to fully interact and I think I

13 can state without equivocation that It is our Intent that

19 there be lull and active participation.

20 SR 'TEIN: Yes, that is quite correct. In the

21 meetings that we have had with the Commission stafl, I make it

2': a point to ask bor lull participation in the technical reviews

23 that are ongoing.

4 LHAIHM4AN F'ALLAUINO Fur example, a situation was

25 described where they weren't allowed to speak until the end at



tne meetin'j arid then i I w.j just amioit as triough it were jUSt

gliving them an opportunity for some perfunctory comnments. i

3 kitaow the y d in t use that word. I amis being a little t t I 3more

4 tgraphic It, I OOCU or the issu' bec ause we do have a credibility

pr olIa-in arid I think DO)l: may htae it greater than we do at

6 least on this issue

/ MRt 'IEIN I certainiy no te trno c caunent and so did

13 .J m and wit WIil look into it. But we are stating policy that

9 we? haive these open meetings and the states and tribes are

10 weslcome to participate. 'rho tact is we encourage them to

il participate.

LHAIXMAN I'ALLAUINU: All right. Lot me see it my

13 colleagues have other comments? 'romr

14 COMMS1SIONEH RQoazewrs5: No

Ii LCHAIRMAN VALLAaINO: Jim.

16 COMMISSIONLR ASSELS'TlNE Just a couple of quick

it comments, first on that point, I think it would be useful for

13 us to know though if in fact quite a part from what your

it) statement of policy is, it in tact that Is the way the

"d meetings are being conducted. Sa it you could give us some

'I feedback on that, I think that would be useful1 i. that concern

9-2 is, in tact, valid. They have gone to these meetings and they

"3 have been told that you can't participate In the give-and-take

24 of the technical exchange, you have to sit quietly and wait

until the end of the meeting and then provide your comments.
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I ti at woulid be use Iui to know It that as going on

- MtLi STElIJ. Mr Asselstane, I would like to mention

I lhet we do have that speciIically covered in the DQ1Ur/ N-R

4 1rocedural A ureemeent for these meetings and they do call for

opern partic ipation Uut I will give you a specific response

b to ycour question

/ LUQfl4bIIUNF:H A8SLELsTrmt2 1 Uood I agree also w,.th

your comment that we ought to got on with it and tinalize the

9 regulations I suspect that most of the issues that we have

it) been talking about today may not directly affect the content

It ot your site characteri-ataon plans since they tend to deai

1. with what happens to them alter they get here or some of these

WI other aspects. I am inclined to agree with you that we ought

14 to get on with it and finalize the regulation.

Ij One question I wanted to ask though and that is on

1o thie draft site characterization analysis, I noticed at one

I? point the Department of Interior was going to come to the

1 meeting today and tar s; ome reason decided not to, but they

19 said that that Is something that we ought to retain, we ought

LIU to retain the draft site characterization analysis and not

21 just have the final one.

It itrikes me that it might well tit of value to you

as well as to the states and the Department of the Vnterior to

24 have a draft site characterization analysis. For example, it

i there are things in our draft that you disagree with, it is
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I very easy for y'tit then to come back and say, here are cur

: probIems with It as weIl as thr. par ts that we agree withe and

3 thenI tIe NRt cnuId is tup its f inal one an d lay to rest at

4 least any areas where thorre were differences between us rather

is Ilt4n having a IInal document on the table omuch like the

0 concern the states expressed

'7 it is easier to wor.. things out when you are talking

8 about a dra It d ocument baIore yo. haite something final on the

9 table ano say that this is our position period. I wonder why

Itl you don't see having a draft as something that is in your

il interest as well as the states and Interiur have expressed.

1': MER. S'lIN. Again, I would like to comment that we

1A3 have lots ol opportunity to get input irom the states, tribes,

14 NHC and others during the time up to the time that we prepare

11 the document. So we should have a pretty good understancing

16 about what the comments are and we ought to also at the same

1 7 lime hav e an opportunity to reflect those comments in the

1e document that we have put out.

19 Someone earlier today noted that there is just sort

'U of one crack at it with the SC?. I look at the SCP not as a

snap shot in time. When it is issued, it is certainly a snap

"' shot in time It will describe the overall program that we

23 are going to implement on the site characterization plan but

'4 every six months thereafter, we have to provide progress

reports on the work that we do and it also provides ample
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I opportunity to have at you will mid-cutirse corrections on the

: progralm that we hive.

3 look at the -L(a s being the tin aI document when

4 we are ready lo go torward with the license application so the

SLI' exists initially, tells you what it is that we are going

o to do, but we do have an opportunity and will correct

1 mi -ceurse corret iaons, it you will, 'every six months

thereafter

9 LHAIHMAN VALLAUlNU Thank you. Fred.

IU CUMMISSIONER NHN1i'1AL No comments.

ii CHAIR(MAN FALLAUINO Lando.

12 LOMMISSIONER ZELKH Just a quick comment, I would

13 just encourage you to continue your etiorts to have an open

14 dialogue with the states and tribes. I think that is

11) important that you do that and I think everyone appreciates

.6 the tact that decisions are dilticult and will be made in a

1V responsible manner but the tact that dialogue is necessary and

I$ candid and open is Important and I just urge you to continue

I19 to try even harder in that regard. rthank you. Mr. Chairman.

L CHAIRMAN PALLAVINO: Thank you very much, gentlemen.

21 (Panel excused.)

CHAIRMAN VALLAUTNIO We now have a representative

trom Edison Electric Institute, Mr. Mills. Please join us at

the table We are pleased to have you join us.

MK. MLLS: rThank you, Mr. Ch1airman and
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L uommissuonersr I Ant pleased to appear today to participate in

2 yuur considerat ion o1 Part uU My name is Loring MillS and I

am vice president at Edison Electric Institute and I appear

4 here on behal: of bolh the Institute and the Utility and

I tiuclear W-iste M4anagement Oroup The utilities do have a vital

O interest in all aspects ol the Nuclear Waste Program.

Mr Cnairman, I request that my prepared statement

t4 be made e part of the recurd and I will present only a brief

9 oral stateuent

to CHtAIkMAN FALLAUJIO. All right

1I MIl MILLS As we indicated in our written comments

12 last March, we basically support the proposed amendments which

I '3 will bring the Commission procedures to the licensing of the

14 high-level waste repositories In coniormance with the Nuclear

15 Waste Policy Act

10 It Is a comfortable position to agree with the NXC

1 statI I The Act, of course, is the outcome of lengthy debate

13 and bargaining extending over a period of many years and

19 several Congresses. among various groups with numerous

21U interests

21 No one party received all it wanted In the process

22 that Congress tinally prescribed. However, the process does

"3 'embody a reasonable balance between the need for public Input

24 and the practical project demands associated with eiticient

p progract i.pIlementation
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I we suppcrt tne program, ntei- proces s and the sceoIule

! the Act rnaandates Iar site seIwctior. and the dev''elopment oI

.4 opositorisei. WO? b*i ;eve trip Comrmi sssion's propc-sod at.%enfnienti

4 to the repository liceniing reou3ationa retfect an appropriate

i sensitivIty to the i nimor'.ance at mair'tainIng the balance

t) between c onpeot ng dnianci as stric k in the fIuclear 'Waste

Wo a rn coeicerr.ed ahout the des i re cI 4.orae conimnr.ters

Itri.at have sujg'-I ed tinat thq propozod reUtIIaLbns be mo' .i ed

IUi to require that L'C1k not to proceed to jink exploratory shafts

11 at recommendeda sitet until atter the re-iewv of UOQE site

chara ct nri:ation pIans have been cnnipJetsd

13 Thr. r.quirLnment of thn NWPA on site characteri zat ion

14 specifically addressed in aonsiderable detail in section 113

1 I tncluding a desirjnation tnat Actions under 11'i are preliminary

I do c i s i on making a etuitiei as it relates to the NWhP A.

I7 There i no requirement in the Act that IUDh await

18 *:it Inpletion o1 sit-L haracter I tion plan rev.iew by rflvk, the

:1 statei or otherwise prior to the s~nk:ng at shatts and thte NRC_

:0 should not Imp -.3 one

I 'l'limely teedback to UL)0 tor sucth reviews is

2" appropriato as UUL proceeds with characterization. rhe

' .!xcringe ot irnformation dur.ng site characterization on a

.4 cocrerat.3vot has:s is essentia.

h ' ll; end, ci.*se c omrrun Iation between the host
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I tates lt ne I rd ian t r i bea . the tlJH( and DUL during site

cn-JrA.teri-at i n must rne achi oved to as;ure that the necessary

n3 In or natiori and data are av.ailable tor the conitruction

4 aljI1 ation

1 As we understand it, this process at close

:omnun i c a i or, and coordin ation oI all parties is envi s i oned as

a ptart *. I.-t I :ving si Ie characterz:a 1icn plAn concept ah it is

14 vnijoadied in Ihe missicin plan and discussed there and as it was

1 j u; t i nc di c i t e oy 7LEJO

11 We wish to euphasi2e again that approval at the

II SCl s is not required under the, Act alI.hough close

: ccord natmorn and cooperationr betvieen rIRC and DOE is needed tar

Ine desired result to be achieved

24 h te t aOmni ision should not restrict the tlexibility

Ili provided in the Act with respect to site work by requiring DUE

2i0 to await completion at any SCA review prior to starting the

I/ exploratory shafts.

1 4Thank you, gent lemen I will try to answer any

19 quiStions

CHAIRMAN FALLAUINU lhank you very much. I am sure

1 tne statt welcomes your support especially when most of the

comments were critical at the sta't report. One aspect of

your statement th3t reminded me ol a point that came up

earlier, how do you teel aeout :dentitying host st ates and

a ttectrd Indian tribes as parties in t he proposed rule'!
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lI ti MILLS. noere are. several opportunities for

these parties to particip;itox and they are a specifically

J designated party to work with UJQE on a cooperative basis I

4 believe the opportunities; are there. I believe that they will

U not be bashful in coming lorviard I don't believe it is

11 es sonttit I that it be ino luded as a specitic, requirement in the

1 rule

LOMMIlSStItJL£H AStiL'lTtbJL You would expect them to

y he nrmed a. parties, would you not'

10 MR MILLS. Absolutelv.

11 LUMtMISSIUNER AliELS'rITfE All right.

'MR. M1LLS. I don't believe they will be bashful in

13 requesting it

14 LUMMIS IONk: iHUVES T: I think they will not be

If baithlui

I96 iLaugtiter)

1? CHAiNMAN F'ALLAkINQ: But they somehow seem worried

18 arnd I was having trouble understanding why they are worried

I9 tiut 1 will leave it at that . o you have any comments or

2U questions"

21 LUMMISSIONEi ASSELS'rlNE. No.

LU CHAIHMAN FALLAUINO. Fred'

2 3 N(:1SMISiIONER B1(LI(NVIAL tL0.

l . CLUMI1StI'JNVlX HOUERTS You see, being last you just

wore us down. No one is going to ask you anything.
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I CUMMITSSIONLi A;SELS'rINE: 1T.ats right

2 hl1. MlLLS. Thank you

3 CHAIHMAN PALLADINO: Thank you very much.

4 tWitness excused.t

5 ClHAI(MAN PALLADlNO; Let me express appreciation to

6 all tree participants at today's meeting. I find I always

I:l,-sarn a great deal Irom hatting presenters came before us. I

e3 did hinge a request earlier at least by one individual and

9 maybe there were more than one to be able to submit additional

to znlormation. Let me suggest that any intormation we are going

11 to get and which you want to make sure that we consider in our

decisions ought to come in by a week tram today.

O(;MMISUrONER ASSELV'INE. Tnat sounds good.

I14 t.OMMXSSTOUEH ZECH; Fine.

Il LHAIRIMAN PALLADINO: Let me so request it because we

lo do want to act as promptly as we can on this matter. Anything

17 more to come belore us?

1$ teo response.)

19 CHAIRMAN yALLADINO' Thank you very much. We will

IU 5 stand adjourned

'1 (Whereupon, thl hearing in the above-entitled matter

2 was adjourned at 12:4U o'clock p.m., to reconvene at the call

23 at the Chair.]

24
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